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HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS DIVISION 
the Historical collections Division (HcD) of cia’s 
information management services is responsible for 
executing the agency’s Historical review Program. 
this program seeks to identify and declassify 
collections of documents that detail the agency’s 
analysis and activities relating to historically 
signifcant topics and events. HcD’s goals include 
increasing the usability and accessibility of historical 
collections primarily by developing release events 
and partnerships to highlight each collection 
and make it available to the broadest audience 
possible. 

The mission of HCD is to: 
■ Promote an accurate, objective under-

standing of the information and intel-
ligence that has helped shape the foun-
dation of major us policy decisions. 

■ Broaden access to lessons learned, pre-
senting historical material to emphasize 
the scope and context of past actions. 

■ improve current decision-making and analy-
sis by facilitating refection on the impacts 
and effects arising from past decisions. 

■ showcase cia’s contributions to national security 
and provide the american public with valuable 
insight into the workings of its government. 

■ Demonstrate the cia’s commitment to the open 
Government initiative and its three core values: 
transparency, Participation, and collaboration. 
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introduction 
this collection of declassifed analytic monographs 
and reference aids, designated within the central 
intelligence agency (cia) Directorate of intelli-
gence (Di) as the caesar, Polo, and esau series, 

was originally released on 26 June 2007.  the 
continuing sensitivity of some documents in the 

series requires that they be withheld from de-
classifcation.  no additional documents have 
been declassifed since the 2007 release. 

this booklet includes an annotated 
bibliography and DvD containing 

the document collection. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CAESAR, POLO, AND ESAU PAPERS 
Cold War Era Hard Target 
Analysis of Soviet and Chinese 
Policy and Decision Making, 
1953-1973 
this collection of declassifed analytic mono-
graphs and reference aids, designated within the 
central intelligence agency (cia) Directorate of 
intelligence (Di) as the caesar, Polo, and esau 
series, was originally released on 26 June 2007 at 
the annual meeting of the society for Historians of 
american Foreign relations (sHaFr).  the docu-
ments refect the views of seasoned analysts who 
had followed closely their special areas of research 
and whose views were shaped in often heated 
debate.  continuing public interest in the series, as 
refected in numerous requests through Freedom 
of information and executive order channels, led 
cia’s offce of information management services 
(ims) to conduct a search of ‘Directorate of intel-
ligence record systems for documents in this series 
and then undertake a declassifcation review of 
all the documents we located.  the 147 docu-
ments in this collection, amounting to over 11,000 
pages of analysis, were written between 1953 and 
1973.  the collection includes a large number of 
newly declassifed monographs as well as some 
studies that have been previously declassifed and 
released to individual requesters.  the continuing 
sensitivity of some documents in the series re-
quired that they be withheld from declassifcation. 

in contrast to the streams of formal assessments 
and reports on all aspects of the soviet union and 
china prepared by the intelligence community, 

the less formal and uncoordinated caesar, 
esau, and Polo studies were not intended 
as “fnished” intelligence products primarily 
aimed at informing policymakers.  rather, 
the authors sought to develop a compre-

hensive knowledge base on select political issues 
that could contribute to building analytic capital 
for intelligence specialists throughout the commu-
nity.  consequently, the intent of the collection is 
to provide insight into some aspects of cia analytic 
thinking of the period and to make the documents 
more readily accessible to the general public. 

two former senior offcers in the Directorate of 
intelligence--tom elmore, former Director of the 
offce of east asian analysis, and James noren, 
a soviet economics expert compiled this collec-
tion with assistance from martha lutz, information 
review offcer for the Director of cia and members 
of the Historical collections Division of ims.  a 
third former senior offcer, Harry Gelman, former 
chief of the soviet Division of the offce of re-
gional and Political analysis, has contributed to this 
foreword drawing on his many years of membership 
in the staff that produced most of these studies. 

History of the Research 
the genesis of cia’s research efforts on the so-
viet union and communist china stemmed from 
growing concern in the intelligence community 
during the early 1950s over the limited cover-
age and resources being devoted to international 
communism as a movement.  the Director of cia 
(Dci) initially responded by assigning a few ana-
lysts in the offce of current intelligence (oci) in 
cia’s Di to establish Project caesar in 1952. 

the purpose of the caesar project was to study 
all available information on the members of, and 
the events affecting, the soviet leadership hier-
archy.  the vehicles used by the analysts involved 
were a series of so-called “working papers,” the 
frst of which was “the Doctors’ Plot,” issued in 
July 1953.  the intended customers were other 
analysts and operations offcers in cia along with 
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The CAESAR, POLO, and ESAU Papers  / 

other community agencies, some of whom, such 
as the Department of state and the national 
security agency, also contributed to the proj-
ect.  in effect, Project caesar represented the 
Di’s frst all-source, in-depth research endeavor. 

in september 1956, ray cline, then-Director of 
oci, decided to establish a small new research 
staff designated as the sino-soviet studies Group 
(sssG) within oci.  the sssG was to continue the 
caesar project while initiating two new research 
endeavors: Polo, instituted in 1956 to study 
the chinese communist hierarchy,’1 and esau, 
launched in 1959 to examine the sino-soviet 
relationship.  cline declared that he intended 
these analysts to have a “detailed familiarity with 
soviet political leaders, doctrine, and daily policy 
pronouncements,” and to work with analysts 
with similar expertise on communist china. 

subsequently, the sssG was slightly expanded, 
renamed, and changed in status.  in 1963, after 
cline had become Deputy Director for intelligence 
(DDi), he decided to transfer this staff from the oci 
and attach it to his own offce as the DDi special 
research staff (later, merely “research staff”).  
cline took this step largely because of his high 
opinion of the role the staff’s analysts had played 
in providing evidence of the reality of sino-soviet 
dispute against “furious” opposition elsewhere in 
cia and the intelligence community and despite 
great skepticism among policymakers.’2  For the 
next decade, this structural shift served to give this 
long-term research program a somewhat stronger 
and more central position in the organization. 

1 Although begun in 1956, no recoverable monographs in the 
POLO series have been located in CIA’S document records 
prior to 1961. The titles of two of the earliest POLO mono-
graphs, however, have been identifed as “Evolution of the 
Central Organs of the Chinese Communist Party (1921-1958)” 
and “Chinese Communist Party and the Intellectuals.” 

2 “This staff [OCI’s SSSG] compiled the data that permitted CIA 
to lead the way--against furious opposition elsewhere-in chart-
ing the strategic confict between Soviet and Chinese styles of 
dictatorship and doctrine that was basic to the defnitive split in 
1960.” Ray S. Cline, Secrets, Spies, and Scholars: Blueprint of the 
Essential CIA (Washington, DC. Acropolis Books, Ltd., 1976). p. 151. 

the frst leader of this research effort, and its 
heart and soul as the staff’s name and its bureau-
cratic status evolved over the years, was walter P. 
(Bud) southard, a senior intelligence offcer who 
had had unique experience in china as a naval 
intelligence offcer dealing with senior chinese 
communist liaison in the years immediately after 
world war ii.  in its frst years, the staff was quite 
small, comprising three or four senior specialists 
on china and the soviet union.  among its initial 
members were southard, Philip Bridgham, and 
Donald Zagoria; after 1961, the core group became 
southard, Bridgham, Harry Gelman and arthur c. 
cohen.  in later years, the size of the staff grew 
to approximately eight as younger offcers were 
added.  as the staff grew over the years it sought 
to provide both global coverage on communism 
and important non-communist issues not be-
ing researched elsewhere, but its principal focus 
remained on the soviet union and communist 
china and the relationship between the two. 

as working papers, the studies produced by the 
staff did not require formal coordination with 
other components of cia or other agencies in the 
intelligence community.  they were deemed to 
represent only the views of their authors rather 
than an offcial DDi position on an intelligence 
issue.  the staff studies also differed from oci 
reports in having no set format, tone, or con-
tent.  ray cline, the offcial who established 
the framework for the staff’s work--frst as 

Director of oci and then as DDi--was clearly deter-
mined to free the staff’s analysts not only from the 
constraints of current production deadlines but also 
from any restrictive review process that might have 
inhibited the fullest examination of a given issue. 

4 



 

 

Objectives of the Series 

the goal of the research staff was to explore 
in depth the politics of the communist world 
in order to develop a foundation of intellec-
tual capital for the intelligence community. 

ultimately, this comprehensive research on selected 
issues improved intelligence assessments of the 
future direction the soviet and chinese leaderships 
were likely to take in domestic and foreign policy. 

the staff itself mainly originated the research 
topics.  some questions were returned to again 
and again, such as the status of the sino-soviet 
dispute and leadership positions and maneu-
vering in the ussr and china.  other topics 
were taken up in response to the internal argu-
ments over issues with other parts of the cia, 
or in support of the Di’s research program.  

the staff thus did not act in isolation but ben-
efted greatly from the creative tension that de-
veloped with other components of the agency, 
oci analysts, and with staff members of the offce 
of national estimates (one), with offcers of the 
Directorate of Plans, and with the analytical divi-
sion of cia’s Foreign Broadcasting information 
service (FBis).  the staff’s analysts also sought 
to consult as widely as possible with qualifed 
experts outside cia--both elsewhere in the intel-
ligence community and throughout academia.3 

the existence of the staff also benefted those in 
cia with whom they interacted.  the staff’s prod-
ucts served to develop a framework to help both 
new and experienced analysts better understand 
key issues, such as political motivations and the ob-
jectives sought in foreign policymaking, the role of 
the military in politics, or the ideological underpin-
nings of the communist regimes.  whether oci an-
alysts agreed or disagreed with conclusions of any 
given study, the overall goal of developing solid 

3 For a number of years, the Special Research Staff was CIA’S 
primary representative interacting with the academic world. Some 
members or former members of the Staff (Zagoria, Bridgham, 
Cohen, and Gelman) published books or articles in academic 
journals on matters concerning the Chinese and Soviet leaderships. 

building blocks to enhance future strategic analysis 
was considered valid by oci and DDi leadership. 

although current intelligence remained pri-
marily the responsibility of others, particularly 
analysts in oci--the research staff produced a 
number of studies providing useful background 
for understanding shorter-term issues.  For ex-
ample, the Polo series devoted considerable 
effort from the mid-1960s to 1973 to examining 
all facets of mao’s cultural revolution, thereby 
demonstrating the staff’s capacity to provide a 
comprehensive framework for a dynamic and still 
unfolding current intelligence issue.  some of 
the monographs on the cultural revolution also 
sought to stimulate analysis by offering alternative 
interpretations of a developing phenomenon. 

oci management, for its part, recognized the 
diffculties that would ‘arise if analysts responsible 
for current intelligence also sought to perform 
long-term research.  even though many of oci’s 
current intelligence memoranda did, in fact, require 
considerable research by their authors, the fnal 
products required a current focus and short-term 
analytic judgments, and did not seek to build a 
bank of knowledge.  therefore, the srs studies 
were a unique product, born of a belief that ana-
lysts skilled in the requirements of deeper research 
should be housed in a separate structure that was 
freed from the ever-evolving and growing demands 
for current intelligence support to the policymakers. 

most fundamentally, while the staff existed, 
its presence as a source of an alternative point 
of view also served to help diminish the risk 
posed by the development of “groupthink” 
in the production of fnished intelligence.4 

4 Mention must also be made of the stimulating contribution 
to CIA analysis furnished in the 1950s and 1960s by the ana-
lytical component of FBIS, despite the fact that this component 
throughout the years of its existence was obliged to use only 
unclassifed rather than all-source evidence. In addition, the 
FBIS analytical group served as a valuable training ground for 
analysts who later worked in OCI or the Research Staff. 
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Reorganization of the Mission 

eventually, in 1973 the DDi research staff was 
abolished and its analysts were absorbed into a 
small new offce of Political research (oPr).  oPr 
was expected to do in-depth analysis, on a broader 
geographic basis, about political and interdisciplin-
ary topics of long-range concern to us decision 
makers.  then, in a further restructuring in 1976, 
oPr was incorporated into the offce of regional 
and Political analysis (orPa) whose divisions were 
charged with experimenting with fresh approaches, 
emphasizing interdisciplinary analysis and produc-
ing longer-range papers.  in 1981 the functional-of-
fce structure was abandoned in favor of a combi-
nation of regional and functional offces to produce 
multidisciplinary analyses across the directorate. 

in retrospect, the products produced by the 
special research staff remain an exceptional 
endeavor in cia’s analytic history.  nevertheless, 
the concept remains a benchmark for any future 
effort to develop another entity whose mis-
sion aims primarily at building intellectual capi-
tal for analysts in the intelligence community. 

The CAESAR, POLO, and ESAU Papers  / 
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 General Michael Hayden - 
Director, Central Intelligence Agency,  2006-2009. 

General Hayden’s Remarks 
at the SHAFR annual meeting 
Remarks of Central Intelligence Agency 
Director Gen. Michael V. Hayden at 
the Society for Historians of American 
Foreign Relations Conference 
(as prepared for delivery) 

June 21, 2007 

thank you very much. as a lifelong student of 
history, i not only respect the work you do, i enjoy 
it. so i was especially pleased to accept the in-
vitation to meet with this distinguished group. 

last month, i had the privilege to be the com-
mencement speaker at my alma mater, Duquesne 
university. i told the class of 2007 that the 
education i received there taught me at least 
three great truths, the frst of which is “ev-
erything is connected to everything else.” 

that’s the historian in me. what we do today 
inevitably has its roots in the past. and when you 
choose the air Force and intelligence, you choose a 
profession in which history is a strong component. 

now, if you want to know the other great truths 
from Duquesne, you’ll have to read the speech, 
and for that one, you won’t even need a Foia 
request. today’s topic is a different truth—cia’s 
social contract with the american people. more 
specifcally, how that contract guides cia as 
we balance two crucial obligations: our need to 
protect information that helps us protect ameri-
cans and our need to inform the public—as best 
we can—about the work we do on their behalf. 

let me explain what i mean by the social con-
tract. i talked about it when i was up for con-
frmation just over a year ago, and i’ve empha-
sized it inside and outside cia ever since. it is 
a frst principle for us—central to all we do. 

as a secret organization serving an open and 
free society, cia has been granted an enor-
mous public trust. that’s what secrecy is in a 
democracy. not a grant of power, but a grant of 
trust. each day, we have to earn that trust—as 
our democratic system demands—by acting as 
our fellow citizens expect us to: skillfully, boldly, 
and always in keeping with the laws and values 
of our republic. that’s our social contract. 

Here’s an informal yardstick i use: if i could tell my 
brother back in Pittsburgh or my sister in steuben-
ville what cia has done and why, would it make 
sense to them? would they accept it as reasonable? 
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of course, we cannot tell the american people 
everything we do to protect them without dam-
aging our ability to protect them. when it comes 
to secret intelligence, public sovereignty and 
oversight reside in the congress. But there is 
another window into our activities that’s avail-
able to the 300 million americans we serve. it 
can be found in the documents we release and 
the work that you and your colleagues do to 
place that material in a fair and accurate context. 
that’s why declassifcation is so important to us. 

the agency offcers who do that work wrestle 
constantly with the twin imperatives of essential 
openness and essential secrecy. they carry a 
huge responsibility. simply put, they must de-
cide when a secret is no longer a secret. 

you can imagine the tension involved in making 
that determination. we must balance our respon-
sibility to the public, and to history, to explain our 
actions and their impact, with our obligation to 
protect sources, methods, and ongoing intelligence 
relationships. these are not simple, cut-and-dried 
issues. they spark vigorous internal debates that 
ultimately require informed, yet subjective, judg-
ments. we have those debates and make those 
judgments knowing that mistakes can jeopardize 
american security, and, in some cases, place 
lives at risk. an intelligence organization that fails 
to protect those who work with it—foreign in-
tel services and individuals—will eventually see 
sources dry up and cooperation diminish. so, as 
you can see, this is an existential question for us. 

Despite these complexities, cia recognizes the 
real benefts that fow from greater public un-
derstanding of our work and mission. that is 
not a boast: no other intelligence agency in the 
world rivals our record on declassifcation. 

From the millions of pages of oss documents 
released in the 1980s, to extensive documenta-
tion of america’s early imagery satellites, the 
cuban missile crisis, the u-2 program, and large 
collections of national estimates on the soviet 
union, china, vietnam and yugoslavia, cia declas-
sifcation has contributed greatly to the historical 
record. Just last year we added to that record 
with the declassifcation of volumes on the fa-
mous Berlin tunnel operation and cia’s role in 

the rural pacifcation program in south vietnam. 

these projects even have impact beyond our 
shores. the collection of china estimates, track-
ing the Dragon, is on the shelves of a number of 
chinese scholars, and the yugoslavia collection is 
used in at least one graduate course in serbia. 

our Foia program is also very successful. in each 
of the last nine years, cia has reduced its back-
log—even as we receive about 3,000 new requests 
annually. this record is unsurpassed in the federal 
government, and we are making a concerted effort 
to close old cases, most of which are very com-
plex and involve large numbers of documents. 

in that context, we have completed our declassif-
cation review and are preparing to release most of 
the so-called “Family Jewels,” a very famous set of 
documents written over three decades ago, when 
Director schlesinger asked employees to report 
activities they thought might be inconsistent with 
the agency’s charter. much of it has been in the 
press before, and most of it is unfattering, but it is 
cia’s history. the documents provide a glimpse of 
a very different time and a very different agency. 
when we release these declassifed documents, 
we will put them on our public web site, just as 
we have with many others, ensuring easy access. 

under the program that reviews records 25 or 
more years old, cia has reviewed and released 
31 million pages of previously classifed records. 
one third of those can be full-text searched 
at the national archives’ college Park facil-
ity using crest, our records search tool. 

Just last month, cia made its latest delivery 
of declassifed electronic records to the ar-
chives—420,000 pages. these documents, like 
the nine previous deliveries, cover the full range 
of our work: Finished intelligence, operations 
reports from the 1940s and 50s, research and 
development fles from the Ds&t, and policy 
fles and memos from the leadership level. 

keep in mind, we not only make these records 
available, we make them easily accessible, through 
crest and our web site. we are very proud of 
that and are actively exploring ways to do more, 
including possible deployment of the crest 
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system to additional federal records deposito-
ries. to date, more than 650,000 pages have 
been printed from crest, and the documents 
available through that user-friendly system are 
increasingly cited in academic publications. 

and remember that nothing about intelligence and 
declassifcation happens without human interven-
tion. we do not—we cannot—just kick these things 
out the door. we have to examine each and every 
page through the real-world security prism i men-
tioned. it takes time. it takes care. it takes talent. 

now, this may be a conference of histori-
ans, but all of us work in the present, so let 
me give you a sense of where we’re headed 
and what our declassifcation priorities are. 

i should say right up front that resources for 
declassifcation programs are increasingly con-
strained. this is a function of the unprecedented 
demands placed on our core mission areas. 
there simply has never been greater demand 
from policymakers for quality intelligence—it 
is at the center of every national security chal-
lenge facing the united states today: terrorism, 
weapons proliferation, iran, iraq, and north ko-
rea, to name just a few. the ops tempo we have 
maintained since 9/11—and must continue to 
maintain—is unmatched in our agency’s history. 

the good news here is that we’re producing great 
stuff for future historians. the challenge today is 
that declassifcation is getting squeezed. we must 
use the money and manpower devoted to these 
efforts more smartly than ever. certain things are 
required by law, but we want to do even more. Dis-
cretionary projects—like the release of more than 
300 nies in partnership with the national intelli-
gence council, and the declassifcation of hundreds 
of articles from studies in intelligence—give us 
the opportunity to present a more complete story, 
often with the expert help of cia’s own historians. 

so what are the agency’s current declas-
sifcation priorities beyond our Foia 
and 25-year review obligations? 

First, continuing support to the state Depart-
ment’s Foreign relations of the united states 

series. cia understands the importance of this 
offcial documentary history. we know the value 
of conveying a complete and accurate picture of 
our nation’s foreign policy decisions. i’m actually 
one of the many who has used Frus, and i can’t 
imagine writing my graduate thesis on the marshall 
Plan without it. But again, this is about more than 
students and researchers. this is about telling the 
american people what we have done in their name. 

as you know, the biggest challenge here for cia 
is determining the extent to which covert ac-
tions can be declassifed to present a full picture 
of foreign policy. on that front, we are working 
hard to draw a smaller circle around what must 
be kept secret. the bottom line: we strive to 
release as much as we can without endanger-
ing ongoing relationships with foreign partners. 

a second priority is reviewing records awaiting 
release in the presidential libraries. Because we be-
lieve those records are relatively more valuable to 
those who write history, we want to devote relative-
ly more resources to them in our 25-year program. 

thirdly, we plan to continue working with the 
nic, which is now part of the offce of the Di-
rector of national intelligence, to declassify col-
lections of national intelligence estimates. 

and fourth, we will continue to focus on dis-
cretionary releases of cold war documents. 
we have in the pipeline a comprehensive 
collection of reporting and analysis of war-
saw Pact military programs, for example. 

and, in collaboration with the air Force and the na-
tional reconnaissance offce, cia later this year will 
release hundreds of pages on the development and 
deployment of the a-12 oXcart. the supersonic 
reconnaissance aircraft, which was developed with 
lockheed as a successor to the u-2, few missions 
over north vietnam and north korea in 1967-68. 
the intelligence it gathered helped save american 
lives by identifying missile sites that our pilots could 
then avoid. it also located the uss Pueblo, a siGint 
collection ship that the north koreans had seized. 
the release of the records will come in conjunction 
with our 60th anniversary celebration in september. 
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that’s a few months down the road, though. 
today, i want to tell you about another collec-
tion. known inside cia as the “caesar-Polo-
esau papers,” it is a compilation of in-depth 
research and analysis on soviet and chinese 
internal politics and sino-soviet relations. 

the collection is available to each of 
you today—147 documents amount-
ing to more than 11,000 pages of analy-
sis done between 1953 and 1973. 

what is unusual about this release is that the 
documents were not intended as fnished intel-
ligence products to inform policy. rather, the 
authors aimed to create a broad base of knowl-
edge on which analysts throughout the intelli-
gence community could draw. in doing so, they 
relied heavily on consultations not only within the 
Directorate of intelligence, but also with op-
erations offcers, the analytic division of the 
Foreign Broadcasting information service (now 
known as the open source center), and with a 
wide range of experts throughout academia. 

the caesar and Polo papers, which studied 
the soviet and chinese leadership hierarchies, 
respectively, helped prepare case offcers work-
ing in the feld against communist targets. and 
many documents in the esau series were used 
essentially as working papers to inform analysts 
writing current intelligence on the same sub-
ject—formal Di assessments on sino-soviet re-
lations that were delivered to policymakers. 

the experts who put this collection together point 
out that many of the papers rely heavily on clan-
destine collection and other sensitive intelligence 
methods, information not usually available to 
researchers outside the intelligence community. 
the judgments in the papers are supported by 
a great deal of information from diverse sources. 
Finally, we believe the documents will be of inter-
est to academics, and ultimately, to the public, 
because they refect the views of seasoned ana-
lysts who followed closely their special areas of 
research and whose views were shaped in the 
often-heated internal debates of the cold war. 

Before too long, the collection will be avail-
able on the cia web site—in our Foia elec-
tronic reading room. But for now, this confer-
ence is the only place you can get it. so take a 
copy with you, and after you’ve had a chance 
to look at it, let us know what you think. 

i mentioned earlier that cia recognizes the very real 
benefts that fow from greater public understand-
ing of our work. i want to expand on that, because 
it really is crucial to our success as an organization. 

Greater openness does several things for us. 

First, it helps the public, congress, and the execu-
tive branch appreciate the courage and integ-
rity of cia offcers. i’ve known the agency over 
the years through my other assignments, but 
the last year has taught me a lot about the men 
and women who serve there. they are among 
the most dedicated, talented people i have 
ever had the good fortune of working with. 

also, releasing records that no longer need 
to be protected helps people understand the 
limits of our craft. americans realize the vi-
tal importance of intelligence, especially since 
9/11. that’s a good thing. But it’s equally im-
portant for people to understand the inher-
ent uncertainties of intelligence work. 

cia offcers deal in unknowns and unpredictables. 
the problems we face are complex and, more often 
than not, infuenced by human behavior, which itself 
is complex and diffcult to predict. we endeavor to 
reveal what others want to keep hidden, which adds 
another layer of diffculty to our mission. so even 
when we are at the top of our game, it’s very, very 
rare that we can give certitude to policymakers. 

openness, particularly declassifcation of histori-
cal records, also exposes the public to one of the 
challenges cia faces every day. our agency, and 
particularly our analysts, are at the nexus between 
the world as it is, and the world as we wish it to be. 

our job is to understand and explain the world 
as it is. the policymaker, though, has to make 
decisions or take action. we are expected to 
inform those decisions and actions by providing 
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warning and signaling opportunity. that ties us 
closely to policymakers. they demand that we 
be relevant, and our craft demands that we be 
objective. sitting in that nexus between reality 
and aspiration is never easy, and i think histori-
cal studies of foreign policy and the role of intel-
ligence in shaping it, makes that point clear. 

a fnal reason why declassifcation, when pos-
sible, is in cia’s interest: we want our history and 
our role in key decisions to be written accurately 
and fairly. very often, we simply cannot cor-
rect misinformation in the press—history’s frst 
draft—without revealing information that would 
undermine ongoing intelligence operations. and, 
unfortunately, there seems to be an instinct among 
some in the media today to take a few pieces of 
information, which may or may not be accurate, and 
run with them to the darkest corner of the room. 

with the passage of time, declassifed historical re-
cords can give the full, accurate picture—the good 
and the bad, along with the necessary context. so 
eventually, the academic community and the public 
we ultimately serve together can arrive at informed 
judgments about cia’s work and effectiveness. 

a few months after i arrived at cia last year, 
i met with the Publications review Board—a 
small, dedicated group that reviews books and 
other writings by current and former offcers. 
i told them a few things that apply not only to 
their work, but also to information review and 
release more broadly. i said i expected cia to 
build up a body of knowledge that is declas-
sifed, and to use decisions made in particular 
cases as precedent to guide future decisions. 

i also told them that we need to draw hard lines to 
protect that which is truly secret, but warned that 
if we’re drawing them on the margins, we’re doing 
ourselves a disservice. i know it’s a lot easier to say, 
“no” than to say, “let me think about that,” but the 
latter is where we should be. the best decisions, 
like the best intelligence, rarely come from the 
easiest road, especially on the toughest issues. 

a few months after that meeting, cia centralized 
all declassifcation review and release programs 
at the corporate level. we concluded that under 

the previous structure, where greater authority 
rested with the Directorates, decisions too often 
were opaque, inconsistent, and subject to lengthy, 
unproductive disputes. the new approach gives 
our chief of information management services 
a stronger hand to ensure that adequate record 
searches are undertaken and appropriate de-
cisions are made. we want decisions that are 
reasonable, timely, transparent, and credible. 

i frmly believe this approach will improve 
cia’s standing with key partners inside and 
outside government, including people like 
you. it also will strengthen our ability to edu-
cate the public about our unique work and 
our vital contributions to national security. 

i hope you’ll see good results from these steps. in 
our robust democracy, people want and deserve 
to know more about the government agencies 
they pay for and that exist to serve them, even the 
secret ones. we work for and serve the interests 
of the american people. when the protection of 
information is no longer required, we owe it to 
our fellow citizens to disclose that information. 

thank you again for the opportunity 
to be here. it’s been a pleasure. 

About SHAFR 
The Society for Historians of American Foreign 
Relations (SHAFR) is dedicated to the scholarly 
study of the history of American foreign relations. 
As such, it promotes the “the study, advancement 
and dissemination of a knowledge of American 
Foreign Relations” through the sponsorship of 
research, annual meetings, and publications. 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Accompanying DVD contains all documents listed in the bibliography. Documents can also be ac-
cessed from CIA’s FOIA Electronic Reading room at www.foia.cia.gov/cpe.asp. 

CAESAR 
1. “the Doctors’ Plot,” 15 July 1953. 17 pages. 

on 15 January 1953, Pravda accused “nine doc-
tors—most of them Jewish” of spying on the 
ussr and murdering “a.s. shcherbakov and a.a. 
Zhdanov.” the doctors were also “accused of at-
tempting to murder fve military fgures: marshals 
vasilevski, konev and Govorov, General shtemenko 
and admiral levchenko.” these accusations “repre-
sented a new stage in the ferce propaganda war” 
and “brought proof of us hostility...by proving that 
this country had many agents inside the ussr.” 

2. “Death of stalin,” 16 July 1953. 24 pages. 

this paper reviews soviet news bul-
letins on stalin’s fnal days and specu-
lates on succession after his death. 

3. “the reversal of the Doctors’ Plot and its  
immediate aftermath,” 16 July 1953. 14 pages. 

“on 4 april, the much publicized doctor’s plot 
was repudiated in a startling public reversal.” 

4. “Germany,” 16 July 1953. 6 pages. 

“outside the soviet union, the situation in Ger-
many was to provide the clearest indication of 
the problems faced by the new soviet leadership 
and the diffculty which it had in handling them.” 

5. “melnikov’s removal in the ukraine,”  
17 July 1973. 6 pages. 

“ukrainian personnel shifts following the death 
of stalin culminated in the purge of l.G. melnikov 
from his position as frst secretary of the ukrainian 
party on 12 June....the most important soviet lead-
er to have been removed since the death of stalin.” 

6. “the Zhdanov-malenkov relationship,”  
29 July 1953. 17 pages. 

“the hypothesis is frequently advanced that 
Zhdanov and malenkov engaged in a bitter 

political confict for stalin’s favor and for con-
trol over the soviet communist Party....many 
observers profess to see in this confict and its 
outcome an explanation for many of the prob-
lems of soviet policy in the post-war years.” 

7. “the Balance of Power: august 1948 to  
october 1950,” 5 august 1953. 20 pages. 

“Following the death of andrei Zhdanov, malen-
kov rapidly reoccupied a prominent position in the 
soviet hierarchy and apparently was allowed to re-
establish control over the Party apparatus by carry-
ing out a purge of important Zhdanov adherents.” 

8. “indecision and stress: 1950-1952,” 
21 august 1953. 25 pages. 

“Following the failure of the north korean attack on 
south korea and the failure of the chinese commu-
nists to drive un forces from korea, soviet leaders 
grew increasingly concerned about us rearmament 
and us-inspired integration of western defense 
efforts. they apparently became particularly con-
cerned about the establishment of us bases in vari-
ous peripheral areas of the ussr. in spite of this, 
soviet policy remained sterile and provocative.” 

9. “Politics and the soviet army: Developments 
since october 1952 relating to the political status of 
the soviet armed forces,” 12 march 1954. 54 pages. 

“this study of the post-stalin period is undertaken 
to discover what effects recent political changes 
have had on the armed forces as a whole and on 
individuals or groups among the high-ranking 
military leaders, and what infuence these military 
leaders have exerted within the government.” 

10. “Purge of l.P. Beria,” 17 august 1954. 39 pages. 

“Beria’s star, which had been declining since 
mid-1951, rose to an extraordinary height follow-
ing stalin’s death.... realizing that unquestioned 
supremacy for any one of their number would 
soon lead to the liquidation of at least some of 
the remainder as potential rivals, the ruling group 
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apparently determined to prevent the assump-
tion of stalin’s power by any one individual. it must 
have appeared to the other leaders that Beria was 
making his bid for this power; or possibly, someone 
was able to convince the others that this was so.” 

10-a. “summarization of reports Preceding  
Beria Purge,” 17 august 1954. 20 pages. 

11. “resignation of malenkov,”  
12 september 1955. 66 pages. 

“a number of differing interpretations have been 
advanced to explain the demotion of G.m. malen-
kov in February 1955 from his position as chairman 
of the ussr council of ministers.... the following 
paper assembles and re-examines the princi-
pal evidence believed pertinent to the leader-
ship problem in the ussr. the re-examination 
was directed at ascertaining the validity of vari-
ous causal elements in malenkov’s upset.” 

12. “recent Developments in Political status of so-
viet armed Forces,” 20 september 1955. 68 pages. 

“it is the purpose of this paper to summarize all 
available information which would update the 
examination of the role of the soviet military in 
politics and place in perspective the position of the 
military within the context of soviet leadership.” 

13. “soviet views on capitalism,” 
30 January 1956. 70 pages. 

“the purpose of the present study is to examine 
the elements of continuity and change and the indi-
cations of uncertainty and confict in postwar soviet 
views of capitalism, and to attempt to determine 
the implications of those views on soviet policies.” 

14. “the suez crisis—a test for the ussr’s middle 
eastern Policy,” 3 January 1957. 18 pages. 

“the middle east crisis precipitated by nasr’s 
nationalization of the suez canal company which 
culminated in the israeli and anglo-French attack 
on egypt confronted the soviet leaders with the 
choice of accepting the incalculable risks of direct 
soviet intervention on egypt’s side or acquiescing 
in the rapid destruction of the soviet-equipped 
egyptian armed forces and the nasser regime.” 

15. “Factionalism in the Hungarian  
workers (communist) Party (1945-1956),”  
28 January 1957. 94 pages. 

this paper “attempts to discover and analyze 
the major cliques, factions, and alignments in the 
Hungarian workers (communist) party since 1945 
in terms of changing soviet policy demands and 
the resultant confict of interest with the needs 
of local leaders and the country as a whole.” 

16. “soviet economic Policy: December 
1956-may 1957,” 8 July 1957. 51 pages. 

this study attempts to “pull together avail-
able factual information and to draw specula-
tive conclusions on the meaning of the shifts 
in soviet economic policy and on the in-
sights these shifts provide into the problems 
of the soviet leaders during this period.” 

17. “Differences in temperament among  
soviet leaders as shown by their approach to 
Policy issues,” 30 october 1957. 42 pages. 

“this working paper is an attempt to determine 
the personal predictions and policy leanings of 
top-level soviet leaders by analysis of the part 
they played in various postwar policy disputes.” 
the policy preferences of Zhdanov, voznesensky, 
malenkov, Beria, molotov, kaganovich, khrush-
chev, mikoyan, and Zhukov are examined though 
their responses to disputes in the kremlin on a 
variety of topics including nuclear warfare, china, 
the 20th Party congress and anti-semitism. 

18. “From the January Plenum to the July Plenum 
(1955)—antecedents and aftermath of malenkov’s  
resignation from the Premiership,”  
12 march 1958. 57 pages. 

the author reviews the events leading up to and 
after malenkov’s resignation, “in order to introduce 
information relating to malenkov’s demotion ob-
tained only subsequently, and in order to provide 
some perspective for a discussion of policy chang-
es undertaken in the months after February 1955.” 

19. “From the July Plenum (1955) to the 20th Party 
congress—antecedents and aftermath of  
malenkov’s resignation from the Premiership,”  
19 June 1958. 69 pages. 
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“khrushchev’s increasing role in soviet policy 
formulation and implementation and the conse-
quent loss of infuence by malenkov and molotov 
meant essentially that the circle of top leaders had 
been reduced, and it was doubtful if the addition 
of kirichenko and suslov to the presidium by the 
July plenum would serve to enlarge that circle.” 

20. “the tie that Binds—soviet intrabloc  
relations: Feb 1956 to Dec 1957,” 
29 July 1958. 55 pages. 

“the ussr’s post-stalin policy thus was designed 
so as to transform its slaves into willing allies, and, 
coincidentally, to render international communism 
more palatable to the non-communist world.” 

21. “the Failure of the soviet-yugoslav  
rapprochement,” 3 november 1958. 26 pages. 

“if moscow had been content to accept yu-
goslavia as an independent neutral, and the 
yugoslavs had refrained from meddling too 
actively in satellite affairs, Belgrade’s demon-
strated willingness to pursue a foreign policy 
close to that of the ussr would have precluded 
serious conficts between the two states.” 

22. “Party-military relations in the ussr and the 
Fall of marshal Zhukov,” 8 June 1959. 41 pages. 

“the announcement of Zhukov’s release as de-
fense minister was terse and gave no clue as to 
his future. observers in moscow differed as to 
whether he would be promoted to minister with-
out portfolio, ‘kicked upstairs’ to some honorifc 
post, or demoted. the last was proved correct.” 

23. “the soviet writer and soviet cultural Policy,”  
15 september 1959. 57 pages. 

“the pressure of greater creative freedom, ap-
pearing initially in 1953 as cautious protests by 
veteran writers against the standards of the stalin 
era and developing later into headlong assaults by 
both old and young writers, was offcially con-
doned until it came into open confict with the 
dictates of political orthodoxy. when the offcial 
brakes and the pressure for retrenchment were 
applied, in early 1954 and again in late 1956, it was 
expected that literature would return to its tradi-
tional position as the handmaiden of politics.... in 

their resolute and protracted feat of resistance, 
soviet writers have demonstrated a measure 
of personal integrity and unity of purpose un-
matched by any other segment of soviet society.” 

24. “the soviet History of world war ii,”  
28 october 1959. 61 pages. 

“this paper seeks to answer questions posed by 
the recent increased attention to the history of 
the war in the soviet union. why is the regime 
now encouraging historical writing on the war? 
what interpretation is being promoted? what 
are the political and military implications?” 

25. “khrushchev on nuclear strategy,”  
19 January 1960. 41 pages. 

this paper analyzes “statements on war that 
khrushchev has made in public speeches and in 
interviews from spring 1957 through his report 
to the supreme soviet on 14 January 1960.” 

26. “the succession to khrushchev,”  
4 march 1960. 14 pages. 

“this paper seeks to identify the principals in 
the anticipated competition and to assess their 
various prospects as heirs to khrushchev.” 

27. “soviet Policy toward the underdeveloped  
countries,” 28 april 1961. 122 pages. 

this working paper, “traces chronologically the 
development of aspects of soviet policy to-
ward colonial areas and the countries regarded 
by moscow as having achieved various de-
grees of independence from ‘imperialism.’ “ 

28. “soviet military thought on Future war,”  
3 april 1962. 63 pages. 

“this paper is based entirely on open so-
viet materials, principally the theoretical mili-
tary journals and textbooks on military science 
addressed to audiences of professionals.” 

29. “khrushchev and the anti-party group,”  
27 april 1962. 28 pages. 

“this is a working paper, a reconstruction of the 
challenge to khrushchev by the ‘anti-party group’ 
led by malenkov, molotov and kaganovich.” 
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30. “soviet strategic Doctrine for the start of war,” 
3 July 1962. 44 pages. 

“Both classifed and open soviet military sources 
indicate that the ussr has added to its strategic 
concepts the doctrine of pre-emptive attack.” 

31. “soviet military Problem and the chinese  
Problem,” 26 april 1963. 32 pages. 

“Having failed in the 1950s to integrate chi-
nese military power into a moscow-controlled 
bloc-wide military entity, the soviets have 
tended since to exclude china and her follow-
ers from major soviet military planning and 
bloc military and economic organizations.” 

32. “khrushchev’s role in the current  
controversy over soviet Defense Policy,”  
17 June 1963. 28 pages. 

“in the process of tracing developments in the 
soviet economic-defense sphere since the cuban 
crisis, we have sought to discover khrushchev’s ob-
jectives and scheme of political maneuver, and to 
gauge his progress in putting his program across.” 

33. “unorthodox ideas in the u.s.s.r.,” 
27 June 1963. 46 pages. 

“this survey represents the frst systematic attempt 
to deal with a growing volume of classifed reports 
on attitudes and views expressed by younger sovi-
et citizens in conversations with western nationals.” 
subjects include: the goal of communism, pres-
ent socialist system of the ussr, religion, soviet 
economic system, soviet foreign policy, socialist 
brotherhood, marxist-leninist doctrine, member-
ship in the communist Party, membership in kom-
somol, regime deceit, collective guilt for stalin’s 
crimes, attitude towards the regime, capitalism and 
the west, concepts of freedom and democracy. 

34. “trends in soviet thought on limited warfare,” 
16 December 1963. 40 pages. 

“this is a working paper, prepared in sup-
port of nie 11-14-63, ‘capabilities of the soviet 
General Purpose Forces, 1963-1969.’ Primarily 
on the basis of open soviet military and politi-
cal writings, this report attempts to identify new 
trends in soviet thinking on limited warfare 

and to probe their possible consequences for 
soviet military policy, or foreign policy as it re-
lates to the management of local crises.” 

35. “the soviet missile Base venture in cuba,”  
17 February 1964. 141 pages. 

“the conception of the missile base venture, in our 
view, was radically defective, and the execution 
of it was in some respects astonishingly inept. we 
have tried above all to discover why khrushchev 
believed—throughout the course of the venture, 
from conception to retraction—that his conduct 
was rational, i.e., why he concluded at least un-
til september that the united states would very 
probably acquiesce, why he concluded until late 
october that the venture could be managed to 
his proft even if the united states did not acqui-
esce, and why he managed the venture as he did 
during the week of the crisis in late october.” 

36. “the soviet strategic interest in limited 
Disarmament,” 6 march 1964. 49 pages. 

“in this exercise, the question of disarmament is 
discussed in terms of soviet strategic thought, plan-
ning, and goals.... this paper is concerned largely 
with the hard gains—in soviet military strength 
relative to that of the u.s.—which the ussr may 
hope to make through the conclusion of agree-
ments on limited measures of arms control.” 

37. “the Higher military council of the ussr,”  
20 July 1964. 42 pages. 

“we examine here the Higher military coun-
cil and offer tentative conclusions about the 
use of this institution by khrushchev and 
the military for their various purposes.” 

38. “the military and the succession Problem 
in the ussr,” 5 november 1964. 46 pages. 

“the frst part of the paper surveys in a general 
way the army-party relationship since stalin’s death 
in 1953. the second, conjectural part explores 
the possible actions of the army in any struggle 
to settle the present succession problem.” 
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39. “warsaw Pact military strategy:  
a compromise in soviet strategic thinking,”  
7 June 1965. 34 pages. 

“the thesis of this study is that the internal 
soviet debate on the nature of a war in eu-
rope has had a signifcant effect on the de-
velopment of the missions and force struc-
ture of the east european armies.” 

40. “the new soviet constitution and the  
Party-state issue in cPsu Politics, 1956-1966,”  
21 July 1966. 113 pages. 

“this working paper...examines the ten year 
dispute, which continues, within the communist 
Party of the soviet union (cPsu) over the ques-
tion of the correct role of the communist party in 
the modern russian state. it examines the intense 
party-state dispute...primarily through posi-
tions taken in the party and juridical media.” 

41. “strains in soviet-east German relations: 
1962-1967,” 24 February 1967. 115 pages. 

“the east Germans have shown concern that, if 
a rapprochement develops between west Ger-
many on the one hand and the soviet union 
and its eastern european allies on the other, 
then the east German state will frst be weak-
ened by that accommodation and then eventu-
ally fall victim to a policy of reunifcation.” 

42. “Policy and Politics in cPsu Politburo:  
october 1964 to september 1967. 
31 august 1967. 103 pages. 

“Brezhnev...aimed at (1) removing the u.s. pres-
ence from western europe, (2) fragmenting 
nato, (3) strengthening the soviet position 
and infuence in the warsaw Pact, and (4) ex-
panding cPsu infuence through the agency 
of local parties in west european politics.” 

43. “the stalin issue and the soviet leadership  
struggle,” 5 July 1968. 18 pages. 

“Brezhnev and shelepin have attempted to 
gain the support of the old-guard party ap-
paratchiks by espousing orthodox policies.” 

43-a. “annex: the stalin issue and the soviet 
leadership struggle,” 17 July 1968. 146 pages. 

44. “Politics in the soviet Politburo and the 
czech crisis,” 28 october 1968. 19 pages. 

“the essay focuses primarily on the conficting 
policy tendencies within the soviet leadership 
as symbolized by kosygin and by Brezhnev.” 

45. “institute for the usa: the kremlin’s  
new approach to america-watching,”  
7 october 1969. 44 pages. 

“american kremlinologists viewing the so-
viet scene through the cracks in the kremlin 
wall sometimes have the feeling that someone 
is looking back at them. they are correct.” 

46. “leonid Brezhnev: the man and His Power,”  
5 December 1969. 43 pages. 

“after the pyrotechnic khrushchev, most any-
one to become ‘number one’ in the soviet 
union was likely to appear grey. Brezhnev, the 
careful, effcient and ruthless bureaucrat who 
succeeded him, is not completely lacking in 
imagination, color or style—but almost so.” 

47. “Brezhnev’s struggle for Dominance:  
annex to leonid Brezhnev: the man and His 
Power,” 12 December 1969. 44 pages. 

48. “soviet Policy and the 1967 arab-israeli war,”  
16 march 1970. 71 pages. 

“in the period before the six-Day war in 1967, 
soviet policy shifted from support of moderate 
arab policy to espousal of the radical arab line, 
thereby encouraging a sequence of events that 
moscow could not control. after the defeat of the 
arabs, soviet policy shifted back again to support 
of moderate arab policies. But current trends in 
soviet policy are again toward support of arab 
radicalism, despite the seeming likelihood of a 
new war in the middle east and the possibility of 
another arab defeat. these policy shifts reveal how 
resistant moscow is to any fundamental departure 
from its instinctive tendency to support militant 
arab nationalism in hopes of soviet political gains 
and/or western political losses in the middle east.” 

49. “andrey kirilenko and the soviet Political  
succession,” 15 march 1971. 12 pages. 

“the possibility of kirilenko’s actually succeeding 
Brezhnev in the top Party post sometime in the 
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future depends to a decisive degree, of course, 
on his having developed and maintained suffcient 
support among the regime’s leading oligarchs.” 

50. “Portrait of a neo-stalinist: annex to  
caesar XXXiX (andrey kirilenko and the soviet 
Political succession),” 1 June 1971. 91 pages. 

51. “the Politburo and soviet Decision-making,”  
1 april 1972. 96 pages. 

“this study examines the processes of the Polit-
buro: the function of its internal parts, the cycle 
of its operations, and the support of its auxiliary 
agencies. the picture which emerges is of decision-
makers who are neither infallible giants nor glori-
fed clerks, but hard-driving, able politicians.” 

POLO 
1. “mao tse-tung and Historical materialism, i:  
revolution,” 10 april 1961. 32 pages. 

“chinese communist spokesmen acknowledge that 
mao’s early analysis of the chinese revolution owes 
a general debt to lenin and stalin, but they mini-
mize that debt, and they conceal the importance 
of comintern directives in mao’s early thinking.” 

2. “mao tse-tung and Historical materialism, 
ii: the state Form,” 29 June 1961. 25 pages. 

“chinese communist theorists claim that mao 
tse-tung has contributed to the marxist-leninist 
theory of the state with his concept of the ‘people’s 
democratic dictatorship.’ this particular claim 
for mao appears to be valid. whereas marx has 
envisaged a dictatorship simply of the proletariat, 
lenin had proposed adding—for a time—the 
peasants. mao originally accepted lenin’s view, 
but in the late 1930s he began to add to the se-
lect circle another class—the middle or ‘national’ 
bourgeoisie. mao regarded this class as having 
the essential characteristic of anti-imperialism.” 

3. “mao tse-tung and Historical materialism,  
iv: the ‘transition to socialism,’  
9 october 1961. 34 pages. 

“whereas eastern european leaders after 
1948, following soviet practices, felt obliged 

to reject the ‘peaceful transformation’ of capi-
talists, mao was able to work out the details 
and put into practice the marx-engels-lenin 
theory of ‘buying out’ the capitalists dur-
ing a period of gradual transformation.” 

4. “mao tse-tung and Historical materialism, iii:  
‘contradictions’ in a ‘socialist’ society,”  
20 october 1961. 25 pages. 

“neither stalin nor mao did anything more than 
to assert that contradictions of this kind [in so-
cialist society] ‘cannot’ be antagonistic.” 

5. “the chinese communist leadership, 
1958-1961,” 28 november 1961. 126 pages. 

“we have thought it useful to make this assess-
ment in the context (a) of the development of 
the sino-soviet dispute and (b) of the erratic 
course of chinese domestic policy in the period 
1958-1961—particularly because, in our view, a 
further deterioration in the sino-soviet relation-
ship and in the regime’s economic position may 
well force a crisis in the chinese leadership.” 

6. “the Decline of mao tse-tung,” 
9 april 1962. 32 pages. 

this paper “recapitulates the evidence for the prob-
ability that mao tse-tung has been deteriorating in 
recent years, and for the possibility that he is suf-
fering from a serious medical disorder which could 
soon lead to his death or retirement or overthrow.” 

7. “the sino-indian Border Dispute, section 1:  
1950-59,” 2 march 1963. 54 pages. 

“this paper traces the political factors 
which led initially to the dispute and later 
to the attack of 20 october 1962.” 

8. “the sino-indian Border Dispute, section 2:  
1959-61,” 19 august 1963. 92 pages. 

“By fall 1959 the chinese leaders were con-
vinced of the need for negotiations with ne-
hru in order to prevent their international 
prestige—including their position in the world 
communist movement—from deteriorating.” 
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9. “the sino-indian Border Dispute, section 3:  
1961-62,” 5 may 1964. 91 pages. 

“chinese policy toward india in 1961 oper-
ated on contradictory assumptions, namely, 
that it was necessary to ‘unite’ with nehru and 
simultaneously to ‘struggle’ against him.” 

10. “communist china’s Domestic crisis:  
the road to 1964,” 31 July 1964. 200 pages. 

“a crucial question in assessing the future course 
of domestic policy in communist china is the 
extent to which mao tse-tung and his lieutenants 
have learned the lessons of the failure of their ‘leap 
forward’ approach to economic development.” 

11. “the sino-vietnamese effort to limit  
american actions in the vietnam war,”  
9 June 1965. 37 pages. 

“By February-march 1965, their failure to prevent 
strikes against the north forced them to recognize 
that mao was wrong in thinking that small wars 
could be fought with only slight risks to the base 
areas and to the security of other bloc countries.” 

12. “Political Problems in communist china,”  
19 July 1965. 35 pages. 

“the inadequacy of mao tse-tung’s prescription 
for achieving the good society (featuring class 
struggle, heroic poverty, and collective enthusiasm) 
had become increasingly apparent to china’s intel-
lectuals, educated youth, and a seemingly large 
number of middle and lower level party cadres.” 

13. “mao’s ‘cultural revolution’: its leadership,  
its strategy, its instruments, and its casualties,”  
18 February 1967. 218 pages. 

“(a) mao has taken the initiative at each stage, (b) 
he has been conducting a massive ‘test’ of party 
leaders and the party apparatus, (c) changes in 
the leadership have represented primarily a purge 
directed by mao and only secondarily a ‘power 
struggle,’ (d) the entire effort has developed 
coherently, given its irrational base in dogma, and 
(e) mao is now carrying out methodically and in 
general successfully a scheme for the reorganiza-
tion of the party which he outlined last autumn.” 

14. “mao’s ‘cultural revolution’: origin and 
Development,” 6 october 1967. 124 pages. 

“the ‘cultural revolution’ must be traced to 
the ‘three years of economic hardships’ from 
1959-1962 when large numbers of chinese 
communist party, government, and military 
leaders became disillusioned with mao’s leader-
ship following the collapse of his radical ‘great 
leap forward’ and commune programs.” 

15. “the P.l.a. and the ‘cultural revolution,’ “  
28 october 1967. 198 pages. 

“the present study...deals mainly with mao’s 
conduct of the ‘revolution’ in the P.l.a. (that is, the 
purge and reorganization of the military apparatus), 
with mao’s use of the P.l.a. as an instrument for 
conducting the ‘revolution’ as a whole, and with 
the relationship between these two concerns.” 

16. “ten years of chinese communist Foreign 
Policy, section 1: Policy toward the u.s. and 
the Diplomatic isolation of taipei,” 54 pages. 

chapters: “military conquest of taiwan con-
verted to Political struggle,” “the issue of un 
entry,” and “Diplomatic isolation of taipei.” 

17. “ten years of chinese communist  
Foreign Policy: south and southeast asia,”  
4 april 1968. 24 pages. 

“Beginning in 1966, mao tse-tung gradually shifted 
his foreign policy toward some countries in the area 
from diplomacy directed at neutralization to the 
open encouragement of rural-based insurrection.” 

17-a. “annex to ‘ten years of chinese communist  
Foreign Policy, section 2: south and southeast  
asia,’ “ 9 april 1968. 184 pages. 

18. “mao’s ‘cultural revolution’ in 1967: the 
struggle to ‘seize Power,’ “ 24 may 1968. 49 pages. 

“mao was not forced, the paper argues, to reverse 
his revolutionary policy by pressure from a ‘mod-
erate’ faction, nor did the period of moderation 
which followed his august decisions mean that 
the ‘cultural revolution’ was over; rather it was a 
pause, a temporary shift in emphasis from revo-
lution from below to revolution from above.” 
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19. “red Guard and revolutionary rebel 
organizations in communist china (a re-
search aid),” 28 may 1968. 71 pages. 

“an attempt has been made to identify the 
major red Guard and revolutionary rebel 
groups in each province, autonomous region, 
and major city, to list the opponents as well 
as the allies of these groups, to note shifts in 
these alliances over time, and to provide a brief 
chronology (where possible) of the varying for-
tunes of these organizations as of may 1968.” 

20. “mao’s red Guard Diplomacy: 1967,”  
21 June 1968. 37 pages. 

“the aberrations which appeared in Peking’s for-
eign policy tactics in 1967 refected mao’s desire to 
project his will to pragmatic subordinates in order 
to make them revolutionary diplomats.... Beyond 
mao’s special view, however, this diplomacy was in 
fact illogical and irrational. the beatings of dip-
lomats, invasion of embassy grounds, and export 
of mao’s cult aroused nationalistic sensitivities 
abroad, and the adverse international reaction has 
been as harmful to Peking’s foreign policy as mao’s 
1958 blunders had been to domestic policy.” 

21. “mao’s ‘cultural revolution’ iii. the Purge  
of the P.l.a. and the stardom of madame  
mao,” June 1968. 83 pages. 

“the present study traces the story to June 1968. 
it fnds mao to be still the central and dominant 
fgure, but it devotes special attention to the way 
in which mao’s treatment of the P.l.a. has seemed 
to work against his ends by provoking resentment 
among those upon whom his position directly 
depends, by narrowing his base of support to 
fanatics and opportunists, and by putting his own 
position in danger. these trends are highlighted 
by the activities and status of madame mao, who 
has become one of the principal leaders and has 
played the starring role in purging the P.l.a.” 

22. “Factionalism in the central committee:  
mao’s opposition since 1949,”  
19 september 1968. 38 pages. 

“as the drama of mao’s cultural revolution has 
unfolded, communist china’s leaders have made 

available a vast amount of new information con-
cerning earlier factional struggles within the 
chinese communist Party. making use of red 
Guard materials and other new information...this 
intelligence report re-examines these earlier fac-
tional struggles and concludes that mao’s cultural 
revolution is a direct descendant of party conficts 
and policy differences of nearly 20 years duration.” 

23. “the role of the red Guards and  
revolutionary rebels in mao’s cultural revolution,” 
november 1968. 192 pages. 

“it is the purpose of this report to describe the 
origins of these groups, the range of their activities, 
the role they have played at various stages in the 
cultural revolution, and the organizational struc-
ture which was intended to hold them together as 
unique extra-Party instruments of mao’s purge.” 

24. “the role of the red Guards and  
revolutionary rebels in mao’s cultural revolution,” 
December 1968. 17 pages. 

Briefer version of the previous study published  
at a lower classifcation. 

25. “the cultural revolution and education in 
communist china,” 23 may 1969. 97 pages. 

“the fndings of this study, in broad terms, 
are that ‘educational revolution’ is basically 
a function of mao’s distrust of the intellec-
tual and his desire to create a new chinese 
man. this new man, the ‘revolutionary succes-
sor,’ is primarily a product of his education.” 

26. “the cultural revolution and the ninth 
Party congress,” 1 october 1969. 40 pages. 

“For those who looked to the ninth Party congress 
to provide answers to basic questions about the 
future of communist china, this frst national con-
gress of the chinese communist Party to be held in 
eleven years was a major disappointment. whether 
viewed in terms of the new Party leadership, the 
new Party structure, or the course of future political 
and economic policy, the published record of the 
congress was generally vague and contradictory.” 
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27. “communist china: the Political security 
apparatus ii. Destruction and reconstruction, 
1965-1969,” 28 november 1969. 94 pages. 

“this is the second staff study to consider the 
fortunes, role and shifting structure of the politi-
cal security apparatus in communist china.” 

28. “lin Piao and the Great Helmsman,”  
21 January 1970. 31 pages. 

“this intelligence report gives the reader a sense 
of lin’s development and character and of his 
relationship over the years with mao. it concludes 
that lin is a devoted maoist, that he will prob-
ably take the helm from the Great Helmsman, 
and that he will attempt to follow the revolution-
ary course that has been charted by mao.” 

29. “the cultural revolution and the new Politi-
cal system in china,” 30 october 1970. 29 pages. 

“this study views the cultural revolution in the 
context of mao tse-tung’s self-defeating efforts 
of the past two decades to keep revolutionary 
momentum alive in china; and ascribes central 
importance to mao’s attempt to fashion the masses 
into a weapon against an entrenched and obstruc-
tive party apparatus. the nature and consequences 
of his audacious efforts to save the Party by 
destroying it are the subject matter of this essay.” 

30. “lin Piao and the structure of Power,”  
December 1970. 74 pages. 

“the frail and enigmatic lin Piao has seemed 
to many observers a strange choice as the des-
ignated heir to mao tse-tung....the message 
of this research study is that in view of lin’s ap-
parent organizational strength, his potential for 
holding power should not be dismissed lightly.... 
the paper concludes that lin’s heavy reliance on 
military protégés and his preference for one type 
of civilian leader over another, will both tend to 
deter him from pursuing maoist policies to the 
extremes to which mao has pursued them.” 

31. “the Failure of maoist ideology in Foreign  
Policy,” november 1971. 11 pages. 

“the increasingly radical character of this ideology 
and its claims resulted externally in (1) affronting 
foreign communist Parties intent upon following 

their own ‘national roads’ to socialism; (2) alarming 
national bourgeois governments of asia, africa, 
and latin america; and (3) reducing china’s interna-
tional prestige to its lowest point in two decades.” 

32. “the international liaison Department 
of the chinese communist Party,”  
December 1971. 37 pages. 

“the study fnds that the ilD, radically reorga-
nized in recent years, has been given new du-
ties—particularly in the realm of improving ccP’s 
relations with governing cP’s abroad—and 
with these new duties an enhanced status.” 

33. “Peking-taipei contacts:  
the Question of a Possible ‘chinese  
solution,’ “ December 1971. 64 pages. 

“this study concludes that no signifcant national-
ist vulnerabilities to proposed accommodation 
have developed to mid-1971, but that Peking’s 
expectations and confdence in this regard 
are now almost certainly on the sharp rise.” 

34. “research aid: missing chinese military  
leaders,” august 1972. 29 pages. 

“about 200 chinese military leaders have 
dropped out of sight in 1971-72.... thirty of the 
missing are those thus far named in Party docu-
ments and briefngs as members of lin’s ‘counter-
revolutionary conspiratorial clique.’ the others 
are missing for presently unknown reasons, but 
there are grounds for belief that a substantial 
number of them have been or will be purged for 
alleged complicity or sympathy with lin’s group.” 

35. “Policy issues in the Purge of lin Piao,”  
november 1972. 65 pages. 

“this study fnds that the principal—and 
still unresolved—issue behind the momen-
tous purge of lin Piao and associates, has 
been the issue of civilian versus military 
control over china’s political system.” 

36. “Peking’s support of insurgencies in 
southeast asia,” april 1973. 145 pages. 

“china continues to sponsor and support insur-
gencies against certain governments in southeast 
asia. Furthermore, in the cases of Burma and 
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thailand, such covert assistance has signifcantly 
expanded....china supports certain insurgen-
cies...largely because that’s the way the boss, 
mao tse-tung, wants it—for his own mix of stub-
bornly-held ideological and personal reasons.” 

37. “china’s regional and Provincial leaders:  
the Purge of the military, the rise of old 
Party cadres,” July 1973. 126 pages. 

“this report traces the steady if slow progress 
of mao tse-tung and chou en-lai in attempting 
to restore civilian control of the governing ap-
paratus in china, at the regional and provincial 
levels, after years of dominance by the Pla.” 

ESAU 
1. “origins of the chinese ‘commune Program,’ “  
17 July 1959. 34 pages. 

“the central problem of the period preceding 
the chinese communist leadership’s decision to 
undertake the ‘commune’ program was the need 
to devise a program of economic development 
adapted to china’s specifc conditions....the com-
mune emerged as the by-product of a protracted 
and tortuous process of discovering a distinc-
tive chinese road of ‘socialist construction.’ “ 

2. “the commune: conception and  
experimentation, spring 1958,” 25 pages. 

“as of June 1958, the commune as the chosen 
instrument for china’s ‘uninterrupted revolu-
tion’ was yet to be revealed, but it was increas-
ingly evident that some revolutionary change 
in social organization was imminent. the soviet 
party leadership appeared to be in blissful ig-
norance of the plans of its junior partner.” 

3. “the soviet attitude toward ‘communes,’ “  
12 June 1959. 26 pages. 

“viewed against the background of soviet 
experience and theory the chinese commu-
nalization program is almost certainly re-
garded by moscow as ‘adventurist.’ “ 

4. “soviet Positions on the ‘transition to  
communism’—Prior to the chinese com-
mune Program,” 28 august 1959. 34 pages. 

this paper details soviet views on transi-
tion including the idea of transition, material-
production base, distribution and incentives, 
the pace of the transition, the universality of 
the soviet model, soviet evaluations of transi-
tions within the bloc, and other topics. 

5. “the commune: revelation and initial organiza-
tion, summer 1958,” 4 september 1959. 19 pages. 

“traces the piecemeal disclosure of the com-
munes to the chinese people and to the world 
and discusses the frst part of the organiza-
tional phase of the commune movement.” 

6. “indications of soviet awareness of chinese  
Plans for the communes, spring-summer 1958,”  
16 october 1959. 43 pages. 

“the evidence suggests that the soviet party had 
less advance information on the communes than 
one would expect it to have if there were a close 
working relationship between the two parties.” 

7. “the chinese communist impact on east 
Germany,” 15 april 1960. 41 pages. 

“the chinese capacity and willingness to adopt 
more extreme positions than moscow in foreign 
and domestic policy give the more stalinist satellite 
leaders such as ulbricht an opportunity to play off 
the chinese against the russians in the hope of ex-
ercising greater leverage on khrushchev’s policies.” 

8. “the commune, the ‘Great leap Forward,’  
and sino-soviet relations (august-December 
1958),” 15 June 1960. 149 pages. 

“the paper seeks to illuminate...the forced-
draft development program...the ‘leap for-
ward’ and the commune; the intraparty 
struggle...and the confict of policy and inter-
est between china and the soviet union.” 

9. “mao tse-tung on strategy, 1926-1957 
(the Background of the sino-soviet Dispute 
of 1957-1960),” 8 august 1960. 56 pages. 

a chronological assessment of mao’s com-
munist strategy drawing examples from 
his decisions on china, the Far east, and 
challenges to the soviet union. 
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10. “the sino-soviet Dispute on world communist 
strategy (autumn 1957-autumn 1959),” 
23 september 1960. 114 pages. 

“the classical left-right split in communist party 
histories was emerging on the international scene, 
with mao beginning to adopt neo-trotskyite 
views. in early 1960, mao’s spokesmen were 
to put forward a new version of trotsky’s con-
cept of ‘uninterrupted revolution’ as applicable 
to the ‘colonial’ countries, and khrushchev’s 
counterattack would accuse mao of reviv-
ing trotsky’s ‘adventurist’ foreign policy.” 

11. “the sino-soviet Dispute on world communist 
strategy (its Development from autumn 1959 to 
summer 1960),” 23 January 1961. 76 pages. 

“that mao was proselytizing in the communist 
world against khrushchev and khrushchev’s 
strategy was evidenced in January 1960 during 
the visit to china of an east German govern-
ment delegation. mao told the east Germans 
that he disagreed with soviet policy on disarma-
ment and Berlin and that china would not sign 
any disarmament agreement unless it was given 
its legitimate seat in the united nations and un-
less the united states withdrew from taiwan.” 

12. “the sino-soviet Dispute (June 1960 to  
november 1960),” 20 February 1961. 63 pages. 

“almost half of this paper is occupied with three 
extraordinarily valuable documents—summaries 
of, and copious extracts from, the soviet party’s 
letter of 21 June to the chinese party, the chinese 
party’s letter of 10 september in reply, and the so-
viet party’s letter of 5 november...in reply to the 10 
september letter. these letters spectacularly con-
frmed the existence of sino-soviet disputes on a 
wide range of issues...and...they revealed other dis-
putes which had not been deduced or reported.” 

13. “the sino-soviet Dispute (the 6 December  
Declaration, and soviet and chinese Presentations  
of it),” 17 march 1961. 51 pages. 

“But if one regards the basic issue as that of 
whether there is to be a universally acknowledged 
leader and arbiter of the world communist move-
ment, and assumes the soviet party to wish to play 

that role, then the declaration, in explicitly deny-
ing such a role to any party, represented a victory 
for the chinese party and for every other party 
desiring greater autonomy in the movement.” 

14. “sino-soviet competition in north korea,”  
5 april 1961. 20 pages. 

“victimized by its strategic location through-
out history, north korea appears once again 
to be the scene of competition for dominant 
infuence between its powerful neighbors.... 
north korea has constituted a prime target in 
Peiping’s drive to win acceptance of its more 
radical approach to the domestic construc-
tion of communism and its more militant ap-
proach to international communist strategy.” 

15. “the indian communist Party and sino-
soviet Dispute,” 7 February 1962. 185 pages. 

“By January 1962 the communist Party of india 
(cPi) had reached a point at which an open schism 
in the party in the coming year had become a 
serious possibility. the renewal of the sino-soviet 
confict at the 22nd cPsu congress had greatly 
worsened an already tense situation within the in-
dian party, and strengthened forces which for many 
years had been working toward a split in the cPi.” 

16. “the new stage of the sino-soviet Dispute  
(october 1961-January 1962),”  
26 February 1962. 109 pages. 

“this paper discusses the stage initiated by 
khrushchev’s new offensive at the 22nd cPsu 
congress in october 1961, examines the forms 
of pressure on the chinese still available to 
khrushchev, and speculates on the possibility 
of a sino-soviet break in the next year or so.” 

17. “north vietnam and sino-soviet relations,”  
4 march 1962. 42 pages. 

“as a major benefciary of the sino-soviet dispute 
in the form of vastly augmented economic and 
military assistance from both moscow and Peiping... 
the north vietnamese party leadership have every 
reason to persist—if they can—in their chosen role 
of mediator and neutral in the deepening confict 
between the soviet union and communist china.” 
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18. “summary—’implications of the sino-soviet 
Dispute for us Policy,’ “ 29 march 1962. 18 pages. 

summary and conclusions reached during spe-
cial study Group meetings held 1 and 21 Febru-
ary and 8 march 1962. the special study Group 
was organized by the council on Foreign rela-
tions and was composed of government and 
non-government subject-matter experts. 

19. “soviet-albanian relations, 1940-1960,”  
22 June 1962. 79 pages. 

“this is a working paper, reviewing the course 
of soviet-albanian relations from the birth of the 
albanian communist party in 1940 through the 
walkout of the albanian leaders from the meet-
ing of the 81 communist parties in moscow in 
november 1960. the paper examines the origins 
and course of the soviet-albanian differences and 
their relationship to the sino-soviet controversy.” 

20. “the state of sino-soviet relations at the new  
year,” 7 January 1963. 27 pages. 

“we reaffrm in this paper our belief that, 
sooner or later, an open break between the so-
viet and chinese parties is probable; we make 
no estimate on the timing of the break.” 

21. “the north vietnamese Party and the ‘new sit-
uation’ in south vietnam,” 10 July 1963. 37 pages. 

“a report which attempts to describe one ef-
fect of u.s. policy in south vietnam upon the 
north vietnamese regime. the report also 
deals with the interplay between the north 
vietnamese communist party’s treatment of 
its problem in south vietnam and the posi-
tion of that party in the sino-soviet dispute.” 

22. “the sino-soviet struggle in cuba and the 
latin american communist movement,” 
1 november 1963. 172 pages. 

“refecting developments through the frst 
week of august 1963, the paper considers 
chiefy the competition of the soviet and chi-
nese communist parties for infuence with 
castro and the cuban communist party, while 
the appendix discusses in less detail their 
competition elsewhere in latin america.” 

23. “the Japanese communist Party: 1 
955-1963,” 20 march 1964. 115 pages. 

“of the dozen or so communist parties which 
back or lean toward the chinese party in the 
sino-soviet dispute, the Japanese communist 
party is in some respects of special interest. it 
is the only such party operating in a major de-
veloped country; the positions it has taken have 
been unusually costly to it in its national envi-
ronment; and, despite its leanings, it thinks of 
itself as a potential mediator in the dispute.” 

24. “the sino-soviet confict in the Fronts:  
september 1962-December 1963,” 
12 June 1964. 114 pages. 

“the chinese, if they succeed in setting up 
rival front organizations, may lead their fol-
lowers out of the soviet-controlled organiza-
tions. it seems likely, however, that they will 
continue to see value in using all platforms, and 
will not leave the fronts unless expelled.” 

25. “Prince sihanouk and the new order  
in southeast asia,” 169 pages. 

“the frst of our papers to deal primarily with 
a person of interest to the communists--in this 
case, sihanouk of cambodia--rather than primarily 
with the affairs of the communists themselves.” 

26. “the showdown on soviet authority in the 
‘movement,’ “ 8 February 1965. 94 pages. 

“(a) an account of development in the sino-soviet 
relationship from october 1964 (the time of khrush-
chev’s fall) through January 1965, centered on the 
soviet party’s plans to assert its authority in meet-
ings of the communist parties, and (b) a specula-
tion on the prospects for any such meetings and 
for sino-soviet negotiations before or after them.” 

27. “the 1965 sino-soviet-vietnamese controversy 
over soviet military aid to north vietnam,”  
20 December 1965. 59 pages. 

“evidence [redaction] indicates that a run-
ning dispute has gone on in private dealings 
between the soviet union and china over this 
question and that this dispute long delayed the 
arrival of certain badly-needed soviet equip-
ment and technicians in north vietnam.” 
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28. “Zanzibar: the Hundred Days’ revolution,”  
21 February 1966. 170 pages. 

“the frst in a series...to examine a 
given revolutionary situation.” 

29. “the Positions of Hanoi, Peking, and moscow  
on the issue of vietnam negotiations: 1962-1966,”  
31 october 1966. 83 pages. 

“Hanoi’s acceptance of talks in principle...has raised 
some concern in Peking that Ho chi minh and his 
lieutenants might, at some future stage in the fght-
ing, agree to negotiate. the chinese have pressed 
Ho to remain permanently intransigent...and the 
soviets, on the other hand, have decided to take 
no negotiations initiative without Hanoi’s consent.” 

30. “asian communist employment of  
negotiations as a Political tactic,”  
november 1966. 55 pages. 

“this report...sets forth the fght-talk tactic used 
by the chinese, korean, and vietnamese commu-
nists in the course of important military conficts, 
namely, the chinese civil war, the korean war, and 
the indochina war against the French. it focuses on 
the factors which have impelled the asian com-
munist leaders to begin negotiations and on the 
various tactics used during negotiations in the ef-
fort to extract political concessions from the west.” 

31. “the Disintegration of Japanese  
communist relations with Peking,” 
28 December 1966. 77 pages. 

“reviews the major developments in the Japanese 
communist Party (JcP)...during which time the 
JcP has become involved in a bitter controversy 
with the chinese communist Party (ccP). it does 
so, not only in the interests of documenting the 
deterioration in JcP-ccP relations but also in 
presenting a case study of mao tse-tung’s tactics in 
dealing with foreign communist parties under his 
new policy of rejecting a working relationship with 
anyone who is not completely submissive to him.” 

32. “the sino-soviet Dispute within the commu-
nist movement in latin america,”  
15 June 1967. 187 pages. 

“Focuses mainly on the dramatic growth of chi-
nese communist activities in latin america since 
mid-1963 and on moscow’s reaction, and only 
on that aspect of the cuban communist Party’s 
development which concerns castro’s efforts to 
command for his experience a level of ideologi-
cal infuence in the world communist movement 
comparable with that of russia and china.” 

33. “the sino-soviet struggle in the world 
communist movement since khrushchev’s 
Fall (Part 1),” september 1967. 197 pages. 

“Part i describes the shift in the emphasis of 
cPsu policy in the frst six months after khrush-
chev’s fall toward a more vigorous appeal to the 
interests of all those parties—such as the north 
vietnamese—hitherto inclined toward the chi-
nese and having a special, private vested interest 
in militant struggle against the united states.” 

34. “the sino-soviet struggle in the world 
communist movement since khrushchev’s 
Fall (Part 2),” september 1967. 161 pages. 

“Part ii traces the growing cPsu success in 1965 
and early 1966 in neutralizing these militant former 
supporters of the chinese by advocating ‘unity of 
action’ in support of north vietnam against the 
united states and by capitalizing on mao tse-tung’s 
refusal to cooperate and mao’s arrogant attitude 
toward all who would not obey him completely.” 

35. “the sino-soviet struggle in the world 
communist movement since khrushchev’s 
Fall (Part 3),” september 1967. 206 pages. 

“Part iii discusses the fow of events beginning with 
mao’s refusal to attend the 23rd cPsu congress in 
the spring of 1966 and his simultaneous surfacing 
of the gigantic purge known as the ‘great cultural 
revolution,’ describes the subsequent rapid decay 
of sino-soviet state relations and the resumption 
of direct soviet attacks on mao to take advantage 
of china’s increasing isolation, and concludes 
with an appraisal of the policy lines toward the 
communist militants, toward the united states, 
and toward the chinese communist regime.” 
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36. “the attitudes of north vietnamese  
leaders toward Fighting and negotiating,” 
25 march 1968. 64 pages. 

“the paper attempts to show how these attitudes 
have developed, to set forth the general scheme 
the leaders have appeared to agree on, and to sug-
gest the circumstances in which latent differences 
among them could perhaps become important.” 

37. “the sino-soviet Dispute on aid to north viet-
nam (1965-1968),” 30 september 1968. 33 pages. 

“reviews and brings up to date the story of the 
protracted and acrimonious haggling among 
the three principals. it reveals that the major 
issues and motivations of each have remained 
essentially unchanged, and that suspicion, dis-
pute, and chinese obstructionism increased 
rather than abated as the war moved on.” 

37-a. “annex: the sino-soviet Dispute 
on aid to north vietnam (1965-1968),” 
25 november 1968. 122 pages. 

38. “kim il-sung’s new military adventurism,”  
26 november 1968. 59 pages. 

“During the past two years, he has brought into po-
sitions of authority a number of military fgures who 
share his increasingly militant and adventurous poli-
cies toward south korea and the united states.... 
the combination of kim’s ego-mania, revolution-
ary fervor, and nationalistic self-assertion, point to 
continued probing and infltration of south korea.” 

39. “indonesia—1965: the coup that Backfred,”  
December 1968. 356 pages. 

“essentially, it was a purge of the army leader-
ship, which was intended to bring about certain 
changes in the composition of the cabinet. in this 
sense, it is more correct to refer to the 30 septem-
ber movement as a purge, rather than a coup.” 

40. “the struggle in the Polish leadership  
and the revolt of the apparat,”  
5 september 1969. 64 pages. 

“intelligence reporting and analysis during the 
events of 1968 emphasized anti-semitism and 

a classic factional power struggle as the main 
elements in the confict. although both ele-
ments were present, this analysis fnds that 
the primary forces stimulating confict were a 
widespread dissatisfaction with the status quo-
ism of the Gomulka establishment, a desire 
for internal stability in the face of events in 
czechoslovakia, and the frustrated ambitions of 
younger party and government functionaries.” 

41. “the committed church and change in 
latin america,” 10 september 1969. 60 pages. 

“this study analyzes the forces for change, the 
factional alignments taking shape within the 
church and between church and non-church 
groups, and evaluates the impact on latin 
american social and political structures.” 

42. “czechoslovakia: the Problem of soviet  
control,” 16 January 1970. 66 pages. 

“analyzes why the soviet union lost political 
control in czechoslovakia and how that con-
trol was restored during 1968 and 1969.... mos-
cow paid a political price in bringing Prague 
again to heel, but the price was almost certainly 
less than moscow was prepared to pay.” 

43. “the evolution of soviet Policy in sino-soviet 
Border Dispute,” 28 april 1970. 101 pages. 

“[chinese] polemical charges and complaints 
against soviet ‘imperialism’ and ‘unequal treaties,’ 
designed to embarrass or to discredit the soviet 
union...were having some effect.... and probes by 
Peking’s military patrols were increasingly serious 
and provocative, although they were kept at a level 
which would make large-scale soviet retaliation dif-
fcult to justify. at the same time, however, moscow 
had to make its threat of major retaliation credible.” 

44. “the Prussian Heresy: ulbricht’s evolving  
system,” 29 June 1970. 60 pages. 

“the idea of ulbricht suiting up ranks of computers, 
computer tenders, and systems analysts and send-
ing them forth to tilt with GDr’s hard-core party-
machine cadres boggles the imagination. and yet, 
inherent in ulbricht’s enthusiasm for cybernetics is 
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the potential for an eventual showdown between 
a new elite of pragmatic technocrats and the old 
elite of ideologically-motivated party hacks.” 

45. “yugoslavia: the outworn structure,” 
20 november 1970. 72 pages. 

“this study calls attention to particularist forces 
which have decentralized political authority and 
control within yugoslavia to an extent unequaled 
in any communist society. whether these forces 
will undermine centralism is now at issue in yu-
goslav debate, and the outlook for post-tito 
stability will not become clear for some time.” 

46. “Fedayeen—’men of sacrifce,’ “ 
December 1970. 55 pages. 

“effective or lasting unity among the fedayeen— 
whether subversive, military, or political—faces 
a myriad of divisive forces, but that as individual 
groups or in temporary alliances the fedayeen 
will nonetheless continue to represent a seriously 
disruptive element in middle east politics.” 

46-a. “the Fedayeen (annex to esau Xlvii: 
Fedayeen—’men of sacrifce’),” 
January 1971. 107 pages. 

“this paper relies primarily on clandestine report-
ing, particularly for the internal structure and 
operations of the various fedayeen organizations. 
[reDaction] the reporting is quite good on 
political aspects of the subject such as the ma-
neuverings of the fedayeen groups, their internal 
disputes, and their ideological and tactical views.” 

47. “the Growth of the soviet commitment in 
the middle east,” January 1971. 182 pages. 

“this study points up the many forces which serve 
to restrict the ussr from reducing its middle 
east bid. each added commitment creates new 
defense concerns and heightens the prestige 
stakes. Hawkish pressures from within the soviet 
military and security services sharpen Brezhnev’s 
caution not to be found soft on capitalism. the 
soviet piecemeal military commitments become 
steps which, once taken, cannot easily be re-
versed. then, too, the ussr is to some degree 
the prey, and not the master, of its clients.” 

48. “soviet thinking about the Danger of sino-
u.s. rapprochement,” February 1971. 75 pages. 

“the study points up the increasingly close in-
terplay of chinese and us considerations in 
soviet thought and action, the urgency with 
which the soviets view the chinese threat, and 
the fact that only after moscow had tamped 
down the level of 1969 confict with Peking 
did it proceed to new and freer us policies— 
whether heightened toughness or salt.” 

49. “the Polish Question: east Germany,” 
July 1971. 65 pages. 

“this study examines strains being exerted upon 
Poland and Polish-east German relations by chang-
ing soviet security concerns, western european 
economic expansion, Brandt’s ostpolitik, and, 
in particular, a more assertive east Germany. 
the study concludes that such forces—con-
temporary versions of russian and German na-
tional interests—will continue to undercut Poland 
and to feed Polish-east German animosity.” 

50. “Peking and the Burmese communists: 
the Perils and Profts of insurgency,” 
July 1971. 140 pages. 

“this study documents a case where Peking’s 
policy towards a client communist move-
ment has been guided throughout by pri-
mary regard for china’s national interests.” 

51. “communism and cambodia,” 
February 1972. 130 pages. 

“over the past two-and-a-half decades this Hanoi-
directed movement has built a more extensive po-
litical and military structure than has generally been 
appreciated to date. in particular, the training of 
large numbers of ethnic khmers in north vietnam... 
has given the communists in cambodia a respect-
able base on which to build.... the study also fnds 
that Hanoi...is giving the khmer communist (kc) 
Party an increased measure of autonomy...and that 
the kc political-military apparatus, backed by the 
power of the vietnamese communist army, poses 
a serious threat to the Phnom Penh government.” 
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52. “communism and cambodia,”  
may 1972. 106 pages. 

Paper of the same title but at a lower classifcation. 

53. “ ‘Finlandization’ in action: Helsinki’s experi-
ence with moscow,” august 1972. 130 pages. 

“the Finns have ingeniously maintained their 
independence, but a limited one indeed, heav-
ily infuenced by the ussr’s proximate military 
might, a preconditioned prudence not to offend 
moscow, and the existence of various soviet ca-
pabilities to complicate Finland’s domestic life.” 

54. “soviet expectations of a european  
security conference,” october 1972. 40 pages. 

“this memorandum highlights two aspects of 
soviet thinking. one is the intent that the csce 
establish permanent organizational machinery 
through which the ussr could become more 
directly involved in western european affairs, 
economically and politically.... the other...is that the 
soviets are striving to accent the non-controversial 
at a csce...with an eye to continuing internal 
soviet and eastern european misgivings about 
the risks to communist orthodoxy and control.” 
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	HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS DIVISION 
	HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS DIVISION 
	the Historical collections Division (HcD) of cia’s information management services is responsible for executing the agency’s Historical review Program. this program seeks to identify and declassify collections of documents that detail the agency’s analysis and activities relating to historically significant topics and events. HcD’s goals include increasing the usability and accessibility of historical collections primarily by developing release events and partnerships to highlight each collection and make i
	The mission of HCD is to: 
	The mission of HCD is to: 
	■ 
	■ 
	■ 
	Promote an accurate, objective understanding of the information and intelligence that has helped shape the foundation of major us policy decisions. 
	-
	-
	-


	■ 
	■ 
	Broaden access to lessons learned, presenting historical material to emphasize the scope and context of past actions. 
	-


	■ 
	■ 
	improve current decision-making and analysis by facilitating reflection on the impacts and effects arising from past decisions. 
	-


	■ 
	■ 
	showcase cia’s contributions to national security and provide the american public with valuable insight into the workings of its government. 

	■ 
	■ 
	Demonstrate the cia’s commitment to the open Government initiative and its three core values: transparency, Participation, and collaboration. 




	introduction 
	introduction 
	introduction 
	this collection of declassified analytic monographs and reference aids, designated within the central intelligence agency (cia) Directorate of intelligence (Di) as the caesar, Polo, and esau series, 
	-

	was originally released on 26 June 2007.  the continuing sensitivity of some documents in the series requires that they be withheld from declassification.  no additional documents have been declassified since the 2007 release. 
	-

	this booklet includes an annotated bibliography and DvD containing the document collection. 


	THE CAESAR, POLO, AND ESAU PAPERS 
	THE CAESAR, POLO, AND ESAU PAPERS 
	Cold War Era Hard Target Analysis of Soviet and Chinese Policy and Decision Making, 1953-1973 
	Cold War Era Hard Target Analysis of Soviet and Chinese Policy and Decision Making, 1953-1973 
	this collection of declassified analytic monographs and reference aids, designated within the central intelligence agency (cia) Directorate of intelligence (Di) as the caesar, Polo, and esau series, was originally released on 26 June 2007 at the annual meeting of the society for Historians of american Foreign relations (sHaFr).  the documents reflect the views of seasoned analysts who had followed closely their special areas of research and whose views were shaped in often heated debate.  continuing public 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	in contrast to the streams of formal assessments and reports on all aspects of the soviet union and china prepared by the intelligence community, 
	the less formal and uncoordinated caesar, 
	esau, and Polo studies were not intended 
	as “finished” intelligence products primarily 
	aimed at informing policymakers.  rather, 
	the authors sought to develop a compre
	the authors sought to develop a compre
	-


	hensive knowledge base on select political issues that could contribute to building analytic capital for intelligence specialists throughout the community.  consequently, the intent of the collection is to provide insight into some aspects of cia analytic thinking of the period and to make the documents more readily accessible to the general public. 
	-

	two former senior officers in the Directorate of intelligence--tom elmore, former Director of the office of east asian analysis, and James noren, a soviet economics expert compiled this collection with assistance from martha lutz, information review officer for the Director of cia and members of the Historical collections Division of ims.  a third former senior officer, Harry Gelman, former chief of the soviet Division of the office of regional and Political analysis, has contributed to this foreword drawin
	-
	-


	History of the Research 
	History of the Research 
	the genesis of cia’s research efforts on the soviet union and communist china stemmed from growing concern in the intelligence community during the early 1950s over the limited coverage and resources being devoted to international communism as a movement.  the Director of cia (Dci) initially responded by assigning a few analysts in the office of current intelligence (oci) in cia’s Di to establish Project caesar in 1952. 
	-
	-
	-

	the purpose of the caesar project was to study all available information on the members of, and the events affecting, the soviet leadership hierarchy.  the vehicles used by the analysts involved were a series of so-called “working papers,” the first of which was “the Doctors’ Plot,” issued in July 1953.  the intended customers were other analysts and operations officers in cia along with 
	the purpose of the caesar project was to study all available information on the members of, and the events affecting, the soviet leadership hierarchy.  the vehicles used by the analysts involved were a series of so-called “working papers,” the first of which was “the Doctors’ Plot,” issued in July 1953.  the intended customers were other analysts and operations officers in cia along with 
	-

	other community agencies, some of whom, such as the Department of state and the national security agency, also contributed to the project.  in effect, Project caesar represented the Di’s first all-source, in-depth research endeavor. 
	-


	in september 1956, ray cline, then-Director of oci, decided to establish a small new research staff designated as the sino-soviet studies Group (sssG) within oci.  the sssG was to continue the caesar project while initiating two new research endeavors: Polo, instituted in 1956 to study the chinese communist hierarchy,’ and esau, launched in 1959 to examine the sino-soviet relationship.  cline declared that he intended these analysts to have a “detailed familiarity with soviet political leaders, doctrine, an
	1

	subsequently, the sssG was slightly expanded, renamed, and changed in status.  in 1963, after cline had become Deputy Director for intelligence (DDi), he decided to transfer this staff from the oci and attach it to his own office as the DDi special research staff (later, merely “research staff”).  cline took this step largely because of his high opinion of the role the staff’s analysts had played in providing evidence of the reality of sino-soviet dispute against “furious” opposition elsewhere in cia and th
	2

	1 Although begun in 1956, no recoverable monographs in the POLO series have been located in CIA’S document records prior to 1961. The titles of two of the earliest POLO monographs, however, have been identified as “Evolution of the Central Organs of the Chinese Communist Party (1921-1958)” and “Chinese Communist Party and the Intellectuals.” 
	-

	2 “This staff [OCI’s SSSG] compiled the data that permitted CIA to lead the way--against furious opposition elsewhere-in charting the strategic conflict between Soviet and Chinese styles of dictatorship and doctrine that was basic to the definitive split in 1960.” Ray S. Cline, Secrets, Spies, and Scholars: Blueprint of the Essential CIA (Washington, DC. Acropolis Books, Ltd., 1976). p. 151. 
	-

	the first leader of this research effort, and its heart and soul as the staff’s name and its bureaucratic status evolved over the years, was walter P. (Bud) southard, a senior intelligence officer who had had unique experience in china as a naval intelligence officer dealing with senior chinese communist liaison in the years immediately after world war ii.  in its first years, the staff was quite small, comprising three or four senior specialists on china and the soviet union.  among its initial members wer
	the first leader of this research effort, and its heart and soul as the staff’s name and its bureaucratic status evolved over the years, was walter P. (Bud) southard, a senior intelligence officer who had had unique experience in china as a naval intelligence officer dealing with senior chinese communist liaison in the years immediately after world war ii.  in its first years, the staff was quite small, comprising three or four senior specialists on china and the soviet union.  among its initial members wer
	-
	-

	as working papers, the studies produced by the staff did not require formal coordination with other components of cia or other agencies in the intelligence community.  they were deemed to represent only the views of their authors rather than an official DDi position on an intelligence issue.  the staff studies also differed from oci reports in having no set format, tone, or content.  ray cline, the official who established the framework for the staff’s work--first as 
	-

	Director of oci and then as DDi--was clearly determined to free the staff’s analysts not only from the constraints of current production deadlines but also from any restrictive review process that might have inhibited the fullest examination of a given issue. 
	-


	Objectives of the Series 
	Objectives of the Series 
	the goal of the research staff was to explore in depth the politics of the communist world in order to develop a foundation of intellectual capital for the intelligence community. 
	-

	ultimately, this comprehensive research on selected issues improved intelligence assessments of the future direction the soviet and chinese leaderships were likely to take in domestic and foreign policy. 
	the staff itself mainly originated the research topics.  some questions were returned to again and again, such as the status of the sino-soviet dispute and leadership positions and maneuvering in the ussr and china.  other topics were taken up in response to the internal arguments over issues with other parts of the cia, or in support of the Di’s research program.  
	-
	-

	the staff thus did not act in isolation but benefited greatly from the creative tension that developed with other components of the agency, oci analysts, and with staff members of the office of national estimates (one), with officers of the Directorate of Plans, and with the analytical division of cia’s Foreign Broadcasting information service (FBis).  the staff’s analysts also sought to consult as widely as possible with qualified experts outside cia--both elsewhere in the intelligence community and throug
	-
	-
	-
	-
	3 

	the existence of the staff also benefited those in cia with whom they interacted.  the staff’s products served to develop a framework to help both new and experienced analysts better understand key issues, such as political motivations and the objectives sought in foreign policymaking, the role of the military in politics, or the ideological underpinnings of the communist regimes.  whether oci analysts agreed or disagreed with conclusions of any given study, the overall goal of developing solid 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	building blocks to enhance future strategic analysis was considered valid by oci and DDi leadership. 
	although current intelligence remained primarily the responsibility of others, particularly analysts in oci--the research staff produced a number of studies providing useful background for understanding shorter-term issues.  For example, the Polo series devoted considerable effort from the mid-1960s to 1973 to examining all facets of mao’s cultural revolution, thereby demonstrating the staff’s capacity to provide a comprehensive framework for a dynamic and still unfolding current intelligence issue.  some o
	-
	-

	oci management, for its part, recognized the difficulties that would ‘arise if analysts responsible for current intelligence also sought to perform long-term research.  even though many of oci’s current intelligence memoranda did, in fact, require considerable research by their authors, the final products required a current focus and short-term analytic judgments, and did not seek to build a bank of knowledge.  therefore, the srs studies were a unique product, born of a belief that analysts skilled in the r
	-

	most fundamentally, while the staff existed, its presence as a source of an alternative point of view also served to help diminish the risk posed by the development of “groupthink” in the production of finished intelligence.
	4 

	3 For a number of years, the Special Research Staff was CIA’S primary representative interacting with the academic world. Some members or former members of the Staff (Zagoria, Bridgham, Cohen, and Gelman) published books or articles in academic journals on matters concerning the Chinese and Soviet leaderships. 
	4 Mention must also be made of the stimulating contribution to CIA analysis furnished in the 1950s and 1960s by the analytical component of FBIS, despite the fact that this component throughout the years of its existence was obliged to use only unclassified rather than all-source evidence. In addition, the FBIS analytical group served as a valuable training ground for analysts who later worked in OCI or the Research Staff. 
	-


	Reorganization of the Mission 
	Reorganization of the Mission 
	Reorganization of the Mission 

	eventually, in 1973 the DDi research staff was abolished and its analysts were absorbed into a small new office of Political research (oPr).  oPr was expected to do in-depth analysis, on a broader geographic basis, about political and interdisciplinary topics of long-range concern to us decision makers.  then, in a further restructuring in 1976, oPr was incorporated into the office of regional and Political analysis (orPa) whose divisions were charged with experimenting with fresh approaches, emphasizing in
	-
	-
	-
	-

	in retrospect, the products produced by the special research staff remain an exceptional endeavor in cia’s analytic history.  nevertheless, the concept remains a benchmark for any future effort to develop another entity whose mission aims primarily at building intellectual capital for analysts in the intelligence community. 
	-
	-
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	Remarks of Central Intelligence Agency Director Gen. Michael V. Hayden at the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations Conference 
	(as prepared for delivery) 
	June 21, 2007 
	thank you very much. as a lifelong student of history, i not only respect the work you do, i enjoy it. so i was especially pleased to accept the invitation to meet with this distinguished group. 
	-

	last month, i had the privilege to be the commencement speaker at my alma mater, Duquesne university. i told the class of 2007 that the education i received there taught me at least three great truths, the first of which is “everything is connected to everything else.” 
	-
	-

	that’s the historian in me. what we do today inevitably has its roots in the past. and when you choose the air Force and intelligence, you choose a profession in which history is a strong component. 
	now, if you want to know the other great truths from Duquesne, you’ll have to read the speech, and for that one, you won’t even need a Foia request. today’s topic is a different truth—cia’s social contract with the american people. more specifically, how that contract guides cia as we balance two crucial obligations: our need to protect information that helps us protect americans and our need to inform the public—as best we can—about the work we do on their behalf. 
	-

	let me explain what i mean by the social contract. i talked about it when i was up for confirmation just over a year ago, and i’ve emphasized it inside and outside cia ever since. it is a first principle for us—central to all we do. 
	-
	-
	-

	as a secret organization serving an open and free society, cia has been granted an enormous public trust. that’s what secrecy is in a democracy. not a grant of power, but a grant of trust. each day, we have to earn that trust—as our democratic system demands—by acting as our fellow citizens expect us to: skillfully, boldly, and always in keeping with the laws and values of our republic. that’s our social contract. 
	-

	Here’s an informal yardstick i use: if i could tell my brother back in Pittsburgh or my sister in steubenville what cia has done and why, would it make sense to them? would they accept it as reasonable? 
	-

	of course, we cannot tell the american people everything we do to protect them without damaging our ability to protect them. when it comes to secret intelligence, public sovereignty and oversight reside in the congress. But there is another window into our activities that’s available to the 300 million americans we serve. it can be found in the documents we release and the work that you and your colleagues do to place that material in a fair and accurate context. that’s why declassification is so important 
	-
	-

	the agency officers who do that work wrestle constantly with the twin imperatives of essential openness and essential secrecy. they carry a huge responsibility. simply put, they must decide when a secret is no longer a secret. 
	the agency officers who do that work wrestle constantly with the twin imperatives of essential openness and essential secrecy. they carry a huge responsibility. simply put, they must decide when a secret is no longer a secret. 
	-


	you can imagine the tension involved in making that determination. we must balance our responsibility to the public, and to history, to explain our actions and their impact, with our obligation to protect sources, methods, and ongoing intelligence relationships. these are not simple, cut-and-dried issues. they spark vigorous internal debates that ultimately require informed, yet subjective, judgments. we have those debates and make those judgments knowing that mistakes can jeopardize american security, and,
	-
	-

	Despite these complexities, cia recognizes the real benefits that flow from greater public understanding of our work and mission. that is not a boast: no other intelligence agency in the world rivals our record on declassification. 
	Despite these complexities, cia recognizes the real benefits that flow from greater public understanding of our work and mission. that is not a boast: no other intelligence agency in the world rivals our record on declassification. 
	-


	From the millions of pages of oss documents released in the 1980s, to extensive documentation of america’s early imagery satellites, the cuban missile crisis, the u-2 program, and large collections of national estimates on the soviet union, china, vietnam and yugoslavia, cia declassification has contributed greatly to the historical record. Just last year we added to that record with the declassification of volumes on the famous Berlin tunnel operation and cia’s role in 
	From the millions of pages of oss documents released in the 1980s, to extensive documentation of america’s early imagery satellites, the cuban missile crisis, the u-2 program, and large collections of national estimates on the soviet union, china, vietnam and yugoslavia, cia declassification has contributed greatly to the historical record. Just last year we added to that record with the declassification of volumes on the famous Berlin tunnel operation and cia’s role in 
	-
	-
	-

	the rural pacification program in south vietnam. 

	these projects even have impact beyond our shores. the collection of china estimates, tracking the Dragon, is on the shelves of a number of chinese scholars, and the yugoslavia collection is used in at least one graduate course in serbia. 
	these projects even have impact beyond our shores. the collection of china estimates, tracking the Dragon, is on the shelves of a number of chinese scholars, and the yugoslavia collection is used in at least one graduate course in serbia. 
	-

	our Foia program is also very successful. in each of the last nine years, cia has reduced its backlog—even as we receive about 3,000 new requests annually. this record is unsurpassed in the federal government, and we are making a concerted effort to close old cases, most of which are very complex and involve large numbers of documents. 
	-
	-

	in that context, we have completed our declassification review and are preparing to release most of the so-called “Family Jewels,” a very famous set of documents written over three decades ago, when Director schlesinger asked employees to report activities they thought might be inconsistent with the agency’s charter. much of it has been in the press before, and most of it is unflattering, but it is cia’s history. the documents provide a glimpse of a very different time and a very different agency. when we r
	-

	under the program that reviews records 25 or more years old, cia has reviewed and released 31 million pages of previously classified records. one third of those can be full-text searched at the national archives’ college Park facility using crest, our records search tool. 
	-

	Just last month, cia made its latest delivery of declassified electronic records to the archives—420,000 pages. these documents, like the nine previous deliveries, cover the full range of our work: Finished intelligence, operations reports from the 1940s and 50s, research and development files from the Ds&t, and policy files and memos from the leadership level. 
	-

	keep in mind, we not only make these records available, we make them easily accessible, through crest and our web site. we are very proud of that and are actively exploring ways to do more, including possible deployment of the crest 
	keep in mind, we not only make these records available, we make them easily accessible, through crest and our web site. we are very proud of that and are actively exploring ways to do more, including possible deployment of the crest 
	system to additional federal records depositories. to date, more than 650,000 pages have been printed from crest, and the documents available through that user-friendly system are increasingly cited in academic publications. 
	-



	and remember that nothing about intelligence and declassification happens without human intervention. we do not—we cannot—just kick these things out the door. we have to examine each and every page through the real-world security prism i mentioned. it takes time. it takes care. it takes talent. 
	-
	-

	now, this may be a conference of historians, but all of us work in the present, so let me give you a sense of where we’re headed and what our declassification priorities are. 
	-

	i should say right up front that resources for declassification programs are increasingly constrained. this is a function of the unprecedented demands placed on our core mission areas. there simply has never been greater demand from policymakers for quality intelligence—it is at the center of every national security challenge facing the united states today: terrorism, weapons proliferation, iran, iraq, and north korea, to name just a few. the ops tempo we have maintained since 9/11—and must continue to main
	-
	-
	-

	the good news here is that we’re producing great stuff for future historians. the challenge today is that declassification is getting squeezed. we must use the money and manpower devoted to these efforts more smartly than ever. certain things are required by law, but we want to do even more. Discretionary projects—like the release of more than 300 nies in partnership with the national intelligence council, and the declassification of hundreds of articles from studies in intelligence—give us the opportunity 
	-
	-

	so what are the agency’s current declassification priorities beyond our Foia and 25-year review obligations? 
	-

	First, continuing support to the state Department’s Foreign relations of the united states 
	First, continuing support to the state Department’s Foreign relations of the united states 
	-

	series. cia understands the importance of this official documentary history. we know the value of conveying a complete and accurate picture of our nation’s foreign policy decisions. i’m actually one of the many who has used Frus, and i can’t imagine writing my graduate thesis on the marshall Plan without it. But again, this is about more than students and researchers. this is about telling the american people what we have done in their name. 

	as you know, the biggest challenge here for cia is determining the extent to which covert actions can be declassified to present a full picture of foreign policy. on that front, we are working hard to draw a smaller circle around what must be kept secret. the bottom line: we strive to release as much as we can without endangering ongoing relationships with foreign partners. 
	-
	-

	a second priority is reviewing records awaiting release in the presidential libraries. Because we believe those records are relatively more valuable to those who write history, we want to devote relatively more resources to them in our 25-year program. 
	-
	-

	thirdly, we plan to continue working with the nic, which is now part of the office of the Director of national intelligence, to declassify collections of national intelligence estimates. 
	-
	-

	and fourth, we will continue to focus on discretionary releases of cold war documents. we have in the pipeline a comprehensive collection of reporting and analysis of war-saw Pact military programs, for example. 
	-

	and, in collaboration with the air Force and the national reconnaissance office, cia later this year will release hundreds of pages on the development and deployment of the a-12 oXcart. the supersonic reconnaissance aircraft, which was developed with lockheed as a successor to the u-2, flew missions over north vietnam and north korea in 1967-68. the intelligence it gathered helped save american lives by identifying missile sites that our pilots could then avoid. it also located the uss Pueblo, a siGint coll
	-

	that’s a few months down the road, though. today, i want to tell you about another collection. known inside cia as the “caesar-Poloesau papers,” it is a compilation of in-depth research and analysis on soviet and chinese internal politics and sino-soviet relations. 
	that’s a few months down the road, though. today, i want to tell you about another collection. known inside cia as the “caesar-Poloesau papers,” it is a compilation of in-depth research and analysis on soviet and chinese internal politics and sino-soviet relations. 
	-
	-

	the collection is available to each of you today—147 documents amounting to more than 11,000 pages of analysis done between 1953 and 1973. 
	-
	-


	what is unusual about this release is that the documents were not intended as finished intelligence products to inform policy. rather, the authors aimed to create a broad base of knowledge on which analysts throughout the intelligence community could draw. in doing so, they relied heavily on consultations not only within the Directorate of intelligence, but also with operations officers, the analytic division of the Foreign Broadcasting information service (now known as the open source center), and with a w
	-
	-
	-
	-

	the caesar and Polo papers, which studied the soviet and chinese leadership hierarchies, respectively, helped prepare case officers working in the field against communist targets. and many documents in the esau series were used essentially as working papers to inform analysts writing current intelligence on the same subject—formal Di assessments on sino-soviet relations that were delivered to policymakers. 
	the caesar and Polo papers, which studied the soviet and chinese leadership hierarchies, respectively, helped prepare case officers working in the field against communist targets. and many documents in the esau series were used essentially as working papers to inform analysts writing current intelligence on the same subject—formal Di assessments on sino-soviet relations that were delivered to policymakers. 
	-
	-
	-


	the experts who put this collection together point out that many of the papers rely heavily on clandestine collection and other sensitive intelligence methods, information not usually available to researchers outside the intelligence community. the judgments in the papers are supported by a great deal of information from diverse sources. Finally, we believe the documents will be of interest to academics, and ultimately, to the public, because they reflect the views of seasoned analysts who followed closely 
	-
	-
	-

	Before too long, the collection will be available on the cia web site—in our Foia electronic reading room. But for now, this conference is the only place you can get it. so take a copy with you, and after you’ve had a chance to look at it, let us know what you think. 
	Before too long, the collection will be available on the cia web site—in our Foia electronic reading room. But for now, this conference is the only place you can get it. so take a copy with you, and after you’ve had a chance to look at it, let us know what you think. 
	-
	-
	-

	i mentioned earlier that cia recognizes the very real benefits that flow from greater public understanding of our work. i want to expand on that, because it really is crucial to our success as an organization. 
	-

	Greater openness does several things for us. 
	First, it helps the public, congress, and the executive branch appreciate the courage and integrity of cia officers. i’ve known the agency over the years through my other assignments, but the last year has taught me a lot about the men and women who serve there. they are among the most dedicated, talented people i have ever had the good fortune of working with. 
	-
	-

	also, releasing records that no longer need to be protected helps people understand the limits of our craft. americans realize the vital importance of intelligence, especially since 9/11. that’s a good thing. But it’s equally important for people to understand the inherent uncertainties of intelligence work. 
	-
	-
	-

	cia officers deal in unknowns and unpredictables. the problems we face are complex and, more often than not, influenced by human behavior, which itself is complex and difficult to predict. we endeavor to reveal what others want to keep hidden, which adds another layer of difficulty to our mission. so even when we are at the top of our game, it’s very, very rare that we can give certitude to policymakers. 
	openness, particularly declassification of historical records, also exposes the public to one of the challenges cia faces every day. our agency, and particularly our analysts, are at the nexus between the world as it is, and the world as we wish it to be. 
	-

	our job is to understand and explain the world as it is. the policymaker, though, has to make decisions or take action. we are expected to inform those decisions and actions by providing 
	our job is to understand and explain the world as it is. the policymaker, though, has to make decisions or take action. we are expected to inform those decisions and actions by providing 
	warning and signaling opportunity. that ties us closely to policymakers. they demand that we be relevant, and our craft demands that we be objective. sitting in that nexus between reality and aspiration is never easy, and i think historical studies of foreign policy and the role of intelligence in shaping it, makes that point clear. 
	-
	-



	a final reason why declassification, when possible, is in cia’s interest: we want our history and our role in key decisions to be written accurately and fairly. very often, we simply cannot correct misinformation in the press—history’s first draft—without revealing information that would undermine ongoing intelligence operations. and, unfortunately, there seems to be an instinct among some in the media today to take a few pieces of information, which may or may not be accurate, and run with them to the dark
	-
	-

	with the passage of time, declassified historical records can give the full, accurate picture—the good and the bad, along with the necessary context. so eventually, the academic community and the public we ultimately serve together can arrive at informed judgments about cia’s work and effectiveness. 
	-

	a few months after i arrived at cia last year, i met with the Publications review Board—a small, dedicated group that reviews books and other writings by current and former officers. i told them a few things that apply not only to their work, but also to information review and release more broadly. i said i expected cia to build up a body of knowledge that is declassified, and to use decisions made in particular cases as precedent to guide future decisions. 
	-

	i also told them that we need to draw hard lines to protect that which is truly secret, but warned that if we’re drawing them on the margins, we’re doing ourselves a disservice. i know it’s a lot easier to say, “no” than to say, “let me think about that,” but the latter is where we should be. the best decisions, like the best intelligence, rarely come from the easiest road, especially on the toughest issues. 
	a few months after that meeting, cia centralized all declassification review and release programs at the corporate level. we concluded that under 
	a few months after that meeting, cia centralized all declassification review and release programs at the corporate level. we concluded that under 
	the previous structure, where greater authority rested with the Directorates, decisions too often were opaque, inconsistent, and subject to lengthy, unproductive disputes. the new approach gives our chief of information management services a stronger hand to ensure that adequate record searches are undertaken and appropriate decisions are made. we want decisions that are reasonable, timely, transparent, and credible. 
	-


	i firmly believe this approach will improve cia’s standing with key partners inside and outside government, including people like you. it also will strengthen our ability to educate the public about our unique work and our vital contributions to national security. 
	-

	i hope you’ll see good results from these steps. in our robust democracy, people want and deserve to know more about the government agencies they pay for and that exist to serve them, even the secret ones. we work for and serve the interests of the american people. when the protection of information is no longer required, we owe it to our fellow citizens to disclose that information. 
	thank you again for the opportunity to be here. it’s been a pleasure. 
	Figure
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	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	“the Doctors’ Plot,” 15 July 1953. 17 pages. 


	on 15 January 1953, Pravda accused “nine doc-tors—most of them Jewish” of spying on the ussr and murdering “a.s. shcherbakov and a.a. Zhdanov.” the doctors were also “accused of attempting to murder five military figures: marshals vasilevski, konev and Govorov, General shtemenko and admiral levchenko.” these accusations “represented a new stage in the fierce propaganda war” and “brought proof of us hostility...by proving that this country had many agents inside the ussr.” 
	-
	-


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	“Death of stalin,” 16 July 1953. 24 pages. 

	this paper reviews soviet news bulletins on stalin’s final days and speculates on succession after his death. 
	-
	-


	3. 
	3. 
	“the reversal of the Doctors’ Plot and its  immediate aftermath,” 16 July 1953. 14 pages. 



	“on 4 april, the much publicized doctor’s plot was repudiated in a startling public reversal.” 
	“on 4 april, the much publicized doctor’s plot was repudiated in a startling public reversal.” 
	4. “Germany,” 16 July 1953. 6 pages. 

	“outside the soviet union, the situation in Germany was to provide the clearest indication of the problems faced by the new soviet leadership and the difficulty which it had in handling them.” 
	-

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	“melnikov’s removal in the ukraine,”  17 July 1973. 6 pages. 


	“ukrainian personnel shifts following the death of stalin culminated in the purge of l.G. melnikov from his position as first secretary of the ukrainian party on 12 June....the most important soviet leader to have been removed since the death of stalin.” 
	-


	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	“the Zhdanov-malenkov relationship,”  29 July 1953. 17 pages. 



	“the hypothesis is frequently advanced that Zhdanov and malenkov engaged in a bitter 
	“the hypothesis is frequently advanced that Zhdanov and malenkov engaged in a bitter 
	“the hypothesis is frequently advanced that Zhdanov and malenkov engaged in a bitter 
	political conflict for stalin’s favor and for control over the soviet communist Party....many observers profess to see in this conflict and its outcome an explanation for many of the problems of soviet policy in the post-war years.” 
	-
	-


	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	“the Balance of Power: august 1948 to  october 1950,” 5 august 1953. 20 pages. 

	“Following the death of andrei Zhdanov, malenkov rapidly reoccupied a prominent position in the soviet hierarchy and apparently was allowed to reestablish control over the Party apparatus by carrying out a purge of important Zhdanov adherents.” 
	-
	-
	-


	8.
	8.
	8.
	 “indecision and stress: 1950-1952,” 21 august 1953. 25 pages. 

	“Following the failure of the north korean attack on south korea and the failure of the chinese communists to drive un forces from korea, soviet leaders grew increasingly concerned about us rearmament and us-inspired integration of western defense efforts. they apparently became particularly concerned about the establishment of us bases in various peripheral areas of the ussr. in spite of this, soviet policy remained sterile and provocative.” 
	-
	-
	-


	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	“Politics and the soviet army: Developments since october 1952 relating to the political status of the soviet armed forces,” 12 march 1954. 54 pages. 

	“this study of the post-stalin period is undertaken to discover what effects recent political changes have had on the armed forces as a whole and on individuals or groups among the high-ranking military leaders, and what influence these military leaders have exerted within the government.” 

	10. 
	10. 
	“Purge of l.P. Beria,” 17 august 1954. 39 pages. 


	“Beria’s star, which had been declining since mid-1951, rose to an extraordinary height following stalin’s death.... realizing that unquestioned supremacy for any one of their number would soon lead to the liquidation of at least some of the remainder as potential rivals, the ruling group 
	“Beria’s star, which had been declining since mid-1951, rose to an extraordinary height following stalin’s death.... realizing that unquestioned supremacy for any one of their number would soon lead to the liquidation of at least some of the remainder as potential rivals, the ruling group 
	-

	apparently determined to prevent the assumption of stalin’s power by any one individual. it must have appeared to the other leaders that Beria was making his bid for this power; or possibly, someone was able to convince the others that this was so.” 
	-



	10-a. “summarization of reports Preceding  Beria Purge,” 17 august 1954. 20 pages. 
	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	“resignation of malenkov,”  12 september 1955. 66 pages. 

	“a number of differing interpretations have been advanced to explain the demotion of G.m. malenkov in February 1955 from his position as chairman of the ussr council of ministers.... the following paper assembles and re-examines the principal evidence believed pertinent to the leadership problem in the ussr. the re-examination was directed at ascertaining the validity of various causal elements in malenkov’s upset.” 
	-
	-
	-
	-


	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	“recent Developments in Political status of soviet armed Forces,” 20 september 1955. 68 pages. 
	-


	“it is the purpose of this paper to summarize all available information which would update the examination of the role of the soviet military in politics and place in perspective the position of the military within the context of soviet leadership.” 

	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	“soviet views on capitalism,” 30 January 1956. 70 pages. 

	“the purpose of the present study is to examine the elements of continuity and change and the indications of uncertainty and conflict in postwar soviet views of capitalism, and to attempt to determine the implications of those views on soviet policies.” 
	-


	14. 
	14. 
	“the suez crisis—a test for the ussr’s middle eastern Policy,” 3 January 1957. 18 pages. 


	“the middle east crisis precipitated by nasr’s nationalization of the suez canal company which culminated in the israeli and anglo-French attack on egypt confronted the soviet leaders with the choice of accepting the incalculable risks of direct soviet intervention on egypt’s side or acquiescing in the rapid destruction of the soviet-equipped egyptian armed forces and the nasser regime.” 
	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	“Factionalism in the Hungarian  workers (communist) Party (1945-1956),”  28 January 1957. 94 pages. 

	this paper “attempts to discover and analyze the major cliques, factions, and alignments in the Hungarian workers (communist) party since 1945 in terms of changing soviet policy demands and the resultant conflict of interest with the needs of local leaders and the country as a whole.” 

	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	“soviet economic Policy: December 1956-may 1957,” 8 July 1957. 51 pages. 

	this study attempts to “pull together available factual information and to draw speculative conclusions on the meaning of the shifts in soviet economic policy and on the insights these shifts provide into the problems of the soviet leaders during this period.” 
	-
	-
	-


	17. 
	17. 
	17. 
	“Differences in temperament among  soviet leaders as shown by their approach to Policy issues,” 30 october 1957. 42 pages. 

	“this working paper is an attempt to determine the personal predictions and policy leanings of top-level soviet leaders by analysis of the part they played in various postwar policy disputes.” the policy preferences of Zhdanov, voznesensky, malenkov, Beria, molotov, kaganovich, khrushchev, mikoyan, and Zhukov are examined though their responses to disputes in the kremlin on a variety of topics including nuclear warfare, china, the 20th Party congress and anti-semitism. 
	-


	18. 
	18. 
	18. 
	“From the January Plenum to the July Plenum (1955)—antecedents and aftermath of malenkov’s  resignation from the Premiership,”  12 march 1958. 57 pages. 

	the author reviews the events leading up to and after malenkov’s resignation, “in order to introduce information relating to malenkov’s demotion obtained only subsequently, and in order to provide some perspective for a discussion of policy changes undertaken in the months after February 1955.” 
	-
	-


	19. 
	19. 
	“From the July Plenum (1955) to the 20th Party congress—antecedents and aftermath of  malenkov’s resignation from the Premiership,”  19 June 1958. 69 pages. 


	“khrushchev’s increasing role in soviet policy formulation and implementation and the consequent loss of influence by malenkov and molotov meant essentially that the circle of top leaders had been reduced, and it was doubtful if the addition of kirichenko and suslov to the presidium by the July plenum would serve to enlarge that circle.” 
	-

	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	“the tie that Binds—soviet intrabloc  relations: Feb 1956 to Dec 1957,” 29 July 1958. 55 pages. 


	“the ussr’s post-stalin policy thus was designed so as to transform its slaves into willing allies, and, coincidentally, to render international communism more palatable to the non-communist world.” 

	21. 
	21. 
	21. 
	21. 
	“the Failure of the soviet-yugoslav  rapprochement,” 3 november 1958. 26 pages. 

	“if moscow had been content to accept yugoslavia as an independent neutral, and the yugoslavs had refrained from meddling too actively in satellite affairs, Belgrade’s demonstrated willingness to pursue a foreign policy close to that of the ussr would have precluded serious conflicts between the two states.” 
	-
	-



	22. 
	22. 
	22. 
	“Party-military relations in the ussr and the Fall of marshal Zhukov,” 8 June 1959. 41 pages. 

	“the announcement of Zhukov’s release as defense minister was terse and gave no clue as to his future. observers in moscow differed as to whether he would be promoted to minister without portfolio, ‘kicked upstairs’ to some honorific post, or demoted. the last was proved correct.” 
	-
	-


	23. 
	23. 
	“the soviet writer and soviet cultural Policy,”  15 september 1959. 57 pages. 


	“the pressure of greater creative freedom, appearing initially in 1953 as cautious protests by veteran writers against the standards of the stalin era and developing later into headlong assaults by both old and young writers, was officially condoned until it came into open conflict with the dictates of political orthodoxy. when the official brakes and the pressure for retrenchment were applied, in early 1954 and again in late 1956, it was expected that literature would return to its traditional position as 
	“the pressure of greater creative freedom, appearing initially in 1953 as cautious protests by veteran writers against the standards of the stalin era and developing later into headlong assaults by both old and young writers, was officially condoned until it came into open conflict with the dictates of political orthodoxy. when the official brakes and the pressure for retrenchment were applied, in early 1954 and again in late 1956, it was expected that literature would return to its traditional position as 
	-
	-
	-

	their resolute and protracted feat of resistance, soviet writers have demonstrated a measure of personal integrity and unity of purpose unmatched by any other segment of soviet society.” 
	-


	24. 
	24. 
	24. 
	24. 
	24. 
	“the soviet History of world war ii,”  28 october 1959. 61 pages. 

	“this paper seeks to answer questions posed by the recent increased attention to the history of the war in the soviet union. why is the regime now encouraging historical writing on the war? what interpretation is being promoted? what are the political and military implications?” 

	25. 
	25. 
	25. 
	“khrushchev on nuclear strategy,”  19 January 1960. 41 pages. 

	this paper analyzes “statements on war that khrushchev has made in public speeches and in interviews from spring 1957 through his report to the supreme soviet on 14 January 1960.” 

	26. 
	26. 
	26. 
	“the succession to khrushchev,”  4 march 1960. 14 pages. 

	“this paper seeks to identify the principals in the anticipated competition and to assess their various prospects as heirs to khrushchev.” 

	27. 
	27. 
	27. 
	“soviet Policy toward the underdeveloped  countries,” 28 april 1961. 122 pages. 

	this working paper, “traces chronologically the development of aspects of soviet policy toward colonial areas and the countries regarded by moscow as having achieved various degrees of independence from ‘imperialism.’ “ 
	-
	-


	28. 
	28. 
	28. 
	“soviet military thought on Future war,”  3 april 1962. 63 pages. 

	“this paper is based entirely on open soviet materials, principally the theoretical military journals and textbooks on military science addressed to audiences of professionals.” 
	-
	-


	29. 
	29. 
	“khrushchev and the anti-party group,”  27 april 1962. 28 pages. 


	“this is a working paper, a reconstruction of the challenge to khrushchev by the ‘anti-party group’ led by malenkov, molotov and kaganovich.” 

	30. 
	30. 
	30. 
	30. 
	“soviet strategic Doctrine for the start of war,” 3 July 1962. 44 pages. 

	“Both classified and open soviet military sources indicate that the ussr has added to its strategic concepts the doctrine of pre-emptive attack.” 

	31. 
	31. 
	31. 
	“soviet military Problem and the chinese  Problem,” 26 april 1963. 32 pages. 

	“Having failed in the 1950s to integrate chinese military power into a moscow-controlled bloc-wide military entity, the soviets have tended since to exclude china and her followers from major soviet military planning and bloc military and economic organizations.” 
	-
	-


	32. 
	32. 
	32. 
	“khrushchev’s role in the current  controversy over soviet Defense Policy,”  17 June 1963. 28 pages. 

	“in the process of tracing developments in the soviet economic-defense sphere since the cuban crisis, we have sought to discover khrushchev’s objectives and scheme of political maneuver, and to gauge his progress in putting his program across.” 
	-


	33. 
	33. 
	33. 
	“unorthodox ideas in the u.s.s.r.,” 27 June 1963. 46 pages. 

	“this survey represents the first systematic attempt to deal with a growing volume of classified reports on attitudes and views expressed by younger soviet citizens in conversations with western nationals.” subjects include: the goal of communism, present socialist system of the ussr, religion, soviet economic system, soviet foreign policy, socialist brotherhood, marxist-leninist doctrine, membership in the communist Party, membership in komsomol, regime deceit, collective guilt for stalin’s crimes, attitud
	-
	-
	-
	-


	34. 
	34. 
	“trends in soviet thought on limited warfare,” 16 December 1963. 40 pages. 


	“this is a working paper, prepared in support of nie 11-14-63, ‘capabilities of the soviet General Purpose Forces, 1963-1969.’ Primarily on the basis of open soviet military and political writings, this report attempts to identify new trends in soviet thinking on limited warfare 
	“this is a working paper, prepared in support of nie 11-14-63, ‘capabilities of the soviet General Purpose Forces, 1963-1969.’ Primarily on the basis of open soviet military and political writings, this report attempts to identify new trends in soviet thinking on limited warfare 
	-
	-

	and to probe their possible consequences for soviet military policy, or foreign policy as it relates to the management of local crises.” 
	-


	35. 
	35. 
	35. 
	35. 
	“the soviet missile Base venture in cuba,”  17 February 1964. 141 pages. 

	“the conception of the missile base venture, in our view, was radically defective, and the execution of it was in some respects astonishingly inept. we have tried above all to discover why khrushchev believed—throughout the course of the venture, from conception to retraction—that his conduct was rational, i.e., why he concluded at least until september that the united states would very probably acquiesce, why he concluded until late october that the venture could be managed to his profit even if the united
	-
	-


	36. 
	36. 
	36. 
	“the soviet strategic interest in limited Disarmament,” 6 march 1964. 49 pages. 

	“in this exercise, the question of disarmament is discussed in terms of soviet strategic thought, planning, and goals.... this paper is concerned largely with the hard gains—in soviet military strength relative to that of the u.s.—which the ussr may hope to make through the conclusion of agreements on limited measures of arms control.” 
	-
	-


	37. 
	37. 
	37. 
	“the Higher military council of the ussr,”  20 July 1964. 42 pages. 

	“we examine here the Higher military council and offer tentative conclusions about the use of this institution by khrushchev and the military for their various purposes.” 
	-


	38. 
	38. 
	“the military and the succession Problem in the ussr,” 5 november 1964. 46 pages. 


	“the first part of the paper surveys in a general way the army-party relationship since stalin’s death in 1953. the second, conjectural part explores the possible actions of the army in any struggle to settle the present succession problem.” 
	39. 
	39. 
	39. 
	39. 
	39. 
	“warsaw Pact military strategy:  a compromise in soviet strategic thinking,”  7 June 1965. 34 pages. 

	“the thesis of this study is that the internal soviet debate on the nature of a war in europe has had a significant effect on the development of the missions and force structure of the east european armies.” 
	-
	-
	-



	40. 
	40. 
	40. 
	40. 
	“the new soviet constitution and the  Party-state issue in cPsu Politics, 1956-1966,”  21 July 1966. 113 pages. 


	“this working paper...examines the ten year dispute, which continues, within the communist Party of the soviet union (cPsu) over the question of the correct role of the communist party in the modern russian state. it examines the intense party-state dispute...primarily through positions taken in the party and juridical media.” 
	-
	-


	41. 
	41. 
	41. 
	41. 
	“strains in soviet-east German relations: 1962-1967,” 24 February 1967. 115 pages. 

	“the east Germans have shown concern that, if a rapprochement develops between west Germany on the one hand and the soviet union and its eastern european allies on the other, then the east German state will first be weakened by that accommodation and then eventually fall victim to a policy of reunification.” 
	-
	-
	-


	42. 
	42. 
	42. 
	“Policy and Politics in cPsu Politburo:  october 1964 to september 1967. 31 august 1967. 103 pages. 

	“Brezhnev...aimed at (1) removing the u.s. presence from western europe, (2) fragmenting nato, (3) strengthening the soviet position and influence in the warsaw Pact, and (4) expanding cPsu influence through the agency of local parties in west european politics.” 
	-
	-


	43. 
	43. 
	“the stalin issue and the soviet leadership  struggle,” 5 July 1968. 18 pages. 



	“Brezhnev and shelepin have attempted to gain the support of the old-guard party apparatchiks by espousing orthodox policies.” 
	“Brezhnev and shelepin have attempted to gain the support of the old-guard party apparatchiks by espousing orthodox policies.” 
	-

	43-a. “annex: the stalin issue and the soviet leadership struggle,” 17 July 1968. 146 pages. 
	44. 
	44. 
	44. 
	44. 
	“Politics in the soviet Politburo and the czech crisis,” 28 october 1968. 19 pages. 

	“the essay focuses primarily on the conflicting policy tendencies within the soviet leadership as symbolized by kosygin and by Brezhnev.” 

	45. 
	45. 
	45. 
	“institute for the usa: the kremlin’s  new approach to america-watching,”  7 october 1969. 44 pages. 

	“american kremlinologists viewing the soviet scene through the cracks in the kremlin wall sometimes have the feeling that someone is looking back at them. they are correct.” 
	-


	46. 
	46. 
	46. 
	“leonid Brezhnev: the man and His Power,”  5 December 1969. 43 pages. 

	“after the pyrotechnic khrushchev, most anyone to become ‘number one’ in the soviet union was likely to appear grey. Brezhnev, the careful, efficient and ruthless bureaucrat who succeeded him, is not completely lacking in imagination, color or style—but almost so.” 
	-


	47. 
	47. 
	“Brezhnev’s struggle for Dominance:  annex to leonid Brezhnev: the man and His Power,” 12 December 1969. 44 pages. 

	48. 
	48. 
	48. 
	“soviet Policy and the 1967 arab-israeli war,”  16 march 1970. 71 pages. 

	“in the period before the six-Day war in 1967, soviet policy shifted from support of moderate arab policy to espousal of the radical arab line, thereby encouraging a sequence of events that moscow could not control. after the defeat of the arabs, soviet policy shifted back again to support of moderate arab policies. But current trends in soviet policy are again toward support of arab radicalism, despite the seeming likelihood of a new war in the middle east and the possibility of another arab defeat. these 

	49. 
	49. 
	“andrey kirilenko and the soviet Political  succession,” 15 march 1971. 12 pages. 


	“the possibility of kirilenko’s actually succeeding Brezhnev in the top Party post sometime in the 
	“the possibility of kirilenko’s actually succeeding Brezhnev in the top Party post sometime in the 
	future depends to a decisive degree, of course, on his having developed and maintained sufficient support among the regime’s leading oligarchs.” 


	50. 
	50. 
	50. 
	“Portrait of a neo-stalinist: annex to  caesar XXXiX (andrey kirilenko and the soviet Political succession),” 1 June 1971. 91 pages. 

	51. 
	51. 
	“the Politburo and soviet Decision-making,”  1 april 1972. 96 pages. 


	“this study examines the processes of the Politburo: the function of its internal parts, the cycle of its operations, and the support of its auxiliary agencies. the picture which emerges is of decision-makers who are neither infallible giants nor glorified clerks, but hard-driving, able politicians.” 
	-
	-


	POLO 
	POLO 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	“mao tse-tung and Historical materialism, i:  revolution,” 10 april 1961. 32 pages. 

	“chinese communist spokesmen acknowledge that mao’s early analysis of the chinese revolution owes a general debt to lenin and stalin, but they minimize that debt, and they conceal the importance of comintern directives in mao’s early thinking.” 
	-


	2. 
	2. 
	“mao tse-tung and Historical materialism, 


	ii: the state Form,” 29 June 1961. 25 pages. 
	“chinese communist theorists claim that mao tse-tung has contributed to the marxist-leninist theory of the state with his concept of the ‘people’s democratic dictatorship.’ this particular claim for mao appears to be valid. whereas marx has envisaged a dictatorship simply of the proletariat, lenin had proposed adding—for a time—the peasants. mao originally accepted lenin’s view, but in the late 1930s he began to add to the select circle another class—the middle or ‘national’ bourgeoisie. mao regarded this c
	-

	3. “mao tse-tung and Historical materialism,  
	iv: the ‘transition to socialism,’  9 october 1961. 34 pages. 
	“whereas eastern european leaders after 1948, following soviet practices, felt obliged 
	“whereas eastern european leaders after 1948, following soviet practices, felt obliged 
	to reject the ‘peaceful transformation’ of capitalists, mao was able to work out the details and put into practice the marx-engels-lenin theory of ‘buying out’ the capitalists during a period of gradual transformation.” 
	-
	-


	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	“mao tse-tung and Historical materialism, iii:  ‘contradictions’ in a ‘socialist’ society,”  20 october 1961. 25 pages. 

	“neither stalin nor mao did anything more than to assert that contradictions of this kind [in socialist society] ‘cannot’ be antagonistic.” 
	-


	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	“the chinese communist leadership, 1958-1961,” 28 november 1961. 126 pages. 

	“we have thought it useful to make this assessment in the context (a) of the development of the sino-soviet dispute and (b) of the erratic course of chinese domestic policy in the period 1958-1961—particularly because, in our view, a further deterioration in the sino-soviet relationship and in the regime’s economic position may well force a crisis in the chinese leadership.” 
	-
	-


	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	“the Decline of mao tse-tung,” 9 april 1962. 32 pages. 

	this paper “recapitulates the evidence for the probability that mao tse-tung has been deteriorating in recent years, and for the possibility that he is suffering from a serious medical disorder which could soon lead to his death or retirement or overthrow.” 
	-
	-


	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	“the sino-indian Border Dispute, section 1:  1950-59,” 2 march 1963. 54 pages. 

	“this paper traces the political factors which led initially to the dispute and later to the attack of 20 october 1962.” 

	8. 
	8. 
	“the sino-indian Border Dispute, section 2:  1959-61,” 19 august 1963. 92 pages. 


	“By fall 1959 the chinese leaders were convinced of the need for negotiations with nehru in order to prevent their international prestige—including their position in the world communist movement—from deteriorating.” 
	-
	-

	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	9. 
	“the sino-indian Border Dispute, section 3:  1961-62,” 5 may 1964. 91 pages. 

	“chinese policy toward india in 1961 operated on contradictory assumptions, namely, that it was necessary to ‘unite’ with nehru and simultaneously to ‘struggle’ against him.” 
	-



	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	“communist china’s Domestic crisis:  the road to 1964,” 31 July 1964. 200 pages. 


	“a crucial question in assessing the future course of domestic policy in communist china is the extent to which mao tse-tung and his lieutenants have learned the lessons of the failure of their ‘leap forward’ approach to economic development.” 

	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	“the sino-vietnamese effort to limit  american actions in the vietnam war,”  9 June 1965. 37 pages. 


	“By February-march 1965, their failure to prevent strikes against the north forced them to recognize that mao was wrong in thinking that small wars could be fought with only slight risks to the base areas and to the security of other bloc countries.” 

	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	“Political Problems in communist china,”  19 July 1965. 35 pages. 


	“the inadequacy of mao tse-tung’s prescription for achieving the good society (featuring class struggle, heroic poverty, and collective enthusiasm) had become increasingly apparent to china’s intellectuals, educated youth, and a seemingly large number of middle and lower level party cadres.” 
	-


	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	“mao’s ‘cultural revolution’: its leadership,  its strategy, its instruments, and its casualties,”  18 February 1967. 218 pages. 



	“(a) mao has taken the initiative at each stage, (b) he has been conducting a massive ‘test’ of party leaders and the party apparatus, (c) changes in the leadership have represented primarily a purge directed by mao and only secondarily a ‘power struggle,’ (d) the entire effort has developed coherently, given its irrational base in dogma, and 
	(e) mao is now carrying out methodically and in general successfully a scheme for the reorganization of the party which he outlined last autumn.” 
	-

	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	“mao’s ‘cultural revolution’: origin and Development,” 6 october 1967. 124 pages. 

	“the ‘cultural revolution’ must be traced to the ‘three years of economic hardships’ from 1959-1962 when large numbers of chinese communist party, government, and military leaders became disillusioned with mao’s leadership following the collapse of his radical ‘great leap forward’ and commune programs.” 
	-


	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	“the P.l.a. and the ‘cultural revolution,’ “  28 october 1967. 198 pages. 

	“the present study...deals mainly with mao’s conduct of the ‘revolution’ in the P.l.a. (that is, the purge and reorganization of the military apparatus), with mao’s use of the P.l.a. as an instrument for conducting the ‘revolution’ as a whole, and with the relationship between these two concerns.” 

	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	“ten years of chinese communist Foreign Policy, section 1: Policy toward the u.s. and the Diplomatic isolation of taipei,” 54 pages. 

	chapters: “military conquest of taiwan converted to Political struggle,” “the issue of un entry,” and “Diplomatic isolation of taipei.” 
	-


	17. 
	17. 
	“ten years of chinese communist  Foreign Policy: south and southeast asia,”  4 april 1968. 24 pages. 


	“Beginning in 1966, mao tse-tung gradually shifted his foreign policy toward some countries in the area from diplomacy directed at neutralization to the open encouragement of rural-based insurrection.” 
	17-a. “annex to ‘ten years of chinese communist  Foreign Policy, section 2: south and southeast  asia,’ “ 9 april 1968. 184 pages. 
	18. “mao’s ‘cultural revolution’ in 1967: the struggle to ‘seize Power,’ “ 24 may 1968. 49 pages. 
	“mao was not forced, the paper argues, to reverse his revolutionary policy by pressure from a ‘moderate’ faction, nor did the period of moderation which followed his august decisions mean that the ‘cultural revolution’ was over; rather it was a pause, a temporary shift in emphasis from revolution from below to revolution from above.” 
	-
	-


	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	“red Guard and revolutionary rebel organizations in communist china (a research aid),” 28 may 1968. 71 pages. 
	-


	“an attempt has been made to identify the major red Guard and revolutionary rebel groups in each province, autonomous region, and major city, to list the opponents as well as the allies of these groups, to note shifts in these alliances over time, and to provide a brief chronology (where possible) of the varying fortunes of these organizations as of may 1968.” 
	-


	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	“mao’s red Guard Diplomacy: 1967,”  21 June 1968. 37 pages. 

	“the aberrations which appeared in Peking’s foreign policy tactics in 1967 reflected mao’s desire to project his will to pragmatic subordinates in order to make them revolutionary diplomats.... Beyond mao’s special view, however, this diplomacy was in fact illogical and irrational. the beatings of diplomats, invasion of embassy grounds, and export of mao’s cult aroused nationalistic sensitivities abroad, and the adverse international reaction has been as harmful to Peking’s foreign policy as mao’s 1958 blun
	-
	-


	21. 
	21. 
	21. 
	“mao’s ‘cultural revolution’ iii. the Purge  of the P.l.a. and the stardom of madame  mao,” June 1968. 83 pages. 

	“the present study traces the story to June 1968. it finds mao to be still the central and dominant figure, but it devotes special attention to the way in which mao’s treatment of the P.l.a. has seemed to work against his ends by provoking resentment among those upon whom his position directly depends, by narrowing his base of support to fanatics and opportunists, and by putting his own position in danger. these trends are highlighted by the activities and status of madame mao, who has become one of the pri

	22. 
	22. 
	“Factionalism in the central committee:  mao’s opposition since 1949,”  19 september 1968. 38 pages. 


	“as the drama of mao’s cultural revolution has unfolded, communist china’s leaders have made 
	“as the drama of mao’s cultural revolution has unfolded, communist china’s leaders have made 
	available a vast amount of new information concerning earlier factional struggles within the chinese communist Party. making use of red Guard materials and other new information...this intelligence report re-examines these earlier factional struggles and concludes that mao’s cultural revolution is a direct descendant of party conflicts and policy differences of nearly 20 years duration.” 
	-
	-


	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	“the role of the red Guards and  revolutionary rebels in mao’s cultural revolution,” november 1968. 192 pages. 

	“it is the purpose of this report to describe the origins of these groups, the range of their activities, the role they have played at various stages in the cultural revolution, and the organizational structure which was intended to hold them together as unique extra-Party instruments of mao’s purge.” 
	-


	24. 
	24. 
	24. 
	“the role of the red Guards and  revolutionary rebels in mao’s cultural revolution,” December 1968. 17 pages. 

	Briefer version of the previous study published  at a lower classification. 

	25. 
	25. 
	25. 
	“the cultural revolution and education in communist china,” 23 may 1969. 97 pages. 

	“the findings of this study, in broad terms, are that ‘educational revolution’ is basically a function of mao’s distrust of the intellectual and his desire to create a new chinese man. this new man, the ‘revolutionary successor,’ is primarily a product of his education.” 
	-
	-


	26. 
	26. 
	“the cultural revolution and the ninth Party congress,” 1 october 1969. 40 pages. 


	“For those who looked to the ninth Party congress to provide answers to basic questions about the future of communist china, this first national congress of the chinese communist Party to be held in eleven years was a major disappointment. whether viewed in terms of the new Party leadership, the new Party structure, or the course of future political and economic policy, the published record of the congress was generally vague and contradictory.” 
	-

	27. 
	27. 
	27. 
	27. 
	27. 
	“communist china: the Political security apparatus ii. Destruction and reconstruction, 1965-1969,” 28 november 1969. 94 pages. 


	“this is the second staff study to consider the fortunes, role and shifting structure of the political security apparatus in communist china.” 
	-


	28. 
	28. 
	28. 
	28. 
	“lin Piao and the Great Helmsman,”  21 January 1970. 31 pages. 


	“this intelligence report gives the reader a sense of lin’s development and character and of his relationship over the years with mao. it concludes that lin is a devoted maoist, that he will probably take the helm from the Great Helmsman, and that he will attempt to follow the revolutionary course that has been charted by mao.” 
	-
	-


	29. 
	29. 
	29. 
	“the cultural revolution and the new Political system in china,” 30 october 1970. 29 pages. 
	-


	“this study views the cultural revolution in the context of mao tse-tung’s self-defeating efforts of the past two decades to keep revolutionary momentum alive in china; and ascribes central importance to mao’s attempt to fashion the masses into a weapon against an entrenched and obstructive party apparatus. the nature and consequences of his audacious efforts to save the Party by destroying it are the subject matter of this essay.” 
	-


	30. 
	30. 
	30. 
	30. 
	“lin Piao and the structure of Power,”  December 1970. 74 pages. 


	“the frail and enigmatic lin Piao has seemed to many observers a strange choice as the designated heir to mao tse-tung....the message of this research study is that in view of lin’s apparent organizational strength, his potential for holding power should not be dismissed lightly.... the paper concludes that lin’s heavy reliance on military protégés and his preference for one type of civilian leader over another, will both tend to deter him from pursuing maoist policies to the extremes to which mao has pursu
	-
	-


	31. 
	31. 
	31. 
	“the Failure of maoist ideology in Foreign  Policy,” november 1971. 11 pages. 



	“the increasingly radical character of this ideology and its claims resulted externally in (1) affronting foreign communist Parties intent upon following 
	“the increasingly radical character of this ideology and its claims resulted externally in (1) affronting foreign communist Parties intent upon following 
	their own ‘national roads’ to socialism; (2) alarming national bourgeois governments of asia, africa, and latin america; and (3) reducing china’s international prestige to its lowest point in two decades.” 
	-


	32. 
	32. 
	32. 
	32. 
	32. 
	“the international liaison Department of the chinese communist Party,”  December 1971. 37 pages. 

	“the study finds that the ilD, radically reorganized in recent years, has been given new duties—particularly in the realm of improving ccP’s relations with governing cP’s abroad—and with these new duties an enhanced status.” 
	-
	-


	33. 
	33. 
	33. 
	“Peking-taipei contacts:  the Question of a Possible ‘chinese  solution,’ “ December 1971. 64 pages. 

	“this study concludes that no significant nationalist vulnerabilities to proposed accommodation have developed to mid-1971, but that Peking’s expectations and confidence in this regard are now almost certainly on the sharp rise.” 
	-


	34. 
	34. 
	34. 
	“research aid: missing chinese military  leaders,” august 1972. 29 pages. 

	“about 200 chinese military leaders have dropped out of sight in 1971-72.... thirty of the missing are those thus far named in Party documents and briefings as members of lin’s ‘counterrevolutionary conspiratorial clique.’ the others are missing for presently unknown reasons, but there are grounds for belief that a substantial number of them have been or will be purged for alleged complicity or sympathy with lin’s group.” 
	-
	-


	35. 
	35. 
	35. 
	“Policy issues in the Purge of lin Piao,”  november 1972. 65 pages. 

	“this study finds that the principal—and still unresolved—issue behind the momentous purge of lin Piao and associates, has been the issue of civilian versus military control over china’s political system.” 
	-


	36. 
	36. 
	“Peking’s support of insurgencies in southeast asia,” april 1973. 145 pages. 


	“china continues to sponsor and support insurgencies against certain governments in southeast asia. Furthermore, in the cases of Burma and 
	“china continues to sponsor and support insurgencies against certain governments in southeast asia. Furthermore, in the cases of Burma and 
	-

	thailand, such covert assistance has significantly expanded....china supports certain insurgencies...largely because that’s the way the boss, mao tse-tung, wants it—for his own mix of stub-bornly-held ideological and personal reasons.” 
	-



	37. “china’s regional and Provincial leaders:  the Purge of the military, the rise of old Party cadres,” July 1973. 126 pages. 
	“this report traces the steady if slow progress of mao tse-tung and chou en-lai in attempting to restore civilian control of the governing apparatus in china, at the regional and provincial levels, after years of dominance by the Pla.” 
	-


	ESAU 
	ESAU 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	“origins of the chinese ‘commune Program,’ “  17 July 1959. 34 pages. 

	“the central problem of the period preceding the chinese communist leadership’s decision to undertake the ‘commune’ program was the need to devise a program of economic development adapted to china’s specific conditions....the commune emerged as the by-product of a protracted and tortuous process of discovering a distinctive chinese road of ‘socialist construction.’ “ 
	-
	-


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	“the commune: conception and  experimentation, spring 1958,” 25 pages. 

	“as of June 1958, the commune as the chosen instrument for china’s ‘uninterrupted revolution’ was yet to be revealed, but it was increasingly evident that some revolutionary change in social organization was imminent. the soviet party leadership appeared to be in blissful ignorance of the plans of its junior partner.” 
	-
	-
	-


	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	“the soviet attitude toward ‘communes,’ “  12 June 1959. 26 pages. 

	“viewed against the background of soviet experience and theory the chinese communalization program is almost certainly regarded by moscow as ‘adventurist.’ “ 
	-
	-


	4. 
	4. 
	“soviet Positions on the ‘transition to  communism’—Prior to the chinese commune Program,” 28 august 1959. 34 pages. 
	-



	this paper details soviet views on transition including the idea of transition, material-production base, distribution and incentives, the pace of the transition, the universality of the soviet model, soviet evaluations of transitions within the bloc, and other topics. 
	-
	-

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	“the commune: revelation and initial organization, summer 1958,” 4 september 1959. 19 pages. 
	-


	“traces the piecemeal disclosure of the communes to the chinese people and to the world and discusses the first part of the organizational phase of the commune movement.” 
	-
	-


	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	“indications of soviet awareness of chinese  Plans for the communes, spring-summer 1958,”  16 october 1959. 43 pages. 

	“the evidence suggests that the soviet party had less advance information on the communes than one would expect it to have if there were a close working relationship between the two parties.” 

	7. 
	7. 
	7. 
	“the chinese communist impact on east Germany,” 15 april 1960. 41 pages. 

	“the chinese capacity and willingness to adopt more extreme positions than moscow in foreign and domestic policy give the more stalinist satellite leaders such as ulbricht an opportunity to play off the chinese against the russians in the hope of exercising greater leverage on khrushchev’s policies.” 
	-


	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	“the commune, the ‘Great leap Forward,’  and sino-soviet relations (august-December 1958),” 15 June 1960. 149 pages. 

	“the paper seeks to illuminate...the forced-draft development program...the ‘leap forward’ and the commune; the intraparty struggle...and the conflict of policy and interest between china and the soviet union.” 
	-
	-


	9. 
	9. 
	“mao tse-tung on strategy, 1926-1957 (the Background of the sino-soviet Dispute of 1957-1960),” 8 august 1960. 56 pages. 


	a chronological assessment of mao’s communist strategy drawing examples from his decisions on china, the Far east, and challenges to the soviet union. 
	-

	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	“the sino-soviet Dispute on world communist strategy (autumn 1957-autumn 1959),” 23 september 1960. 114 pages. 

	“the classical left-right split in communist party histories was emerging on the international scene, with mao beginning to adopt neo-trotskyite views. in early 1960, mao’s spokesmen were to put forward a new version of trotsky’s concept of ‘uninterrupted revolution’ as applicable to the ‘colonial’ countries, and khrushchev’s counterattack would accuse mao of reviving trotsky’s ‘adventurist’ foreign policy.” 
	-
	-


	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	“the sino-soviet Dispute on world communist strategy (its Development from autumn 1959 to summer 1960),” 23 January 1961. 76 pages. 

	“that mao was proselytizing in the communist world against khrushchev and khrushchev’s strategy was evidenced in January 1960 during the visit to china of an east German government delegation. mao told the east Germans that he disagreed with soviet policy on disarmament and Berlin and that china would not sign any disarmament agreement unless it was given its legitimate seat in the united nations and unless the united states withdrew from taiwan.” 
	-
	-
	-


	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	12. 
	“the sino-soviet Dispute (June 1960 to  november 1960),” 20 February 1961. 63 pages. 


	“almost half of this paper is occupied with three extraordinarily valuable documents—summaries of, and copious extracts from, the soviet party’s letter of 21 June to the chinese party, the chinese party’s letter of 10 september in reply, and the soviet party’s letter of 5 november...in reply to the 10 september letter. these letters spectacularly confirmed the existence of sino-soviet disputes on a wide range of issues...and...they revealed other disputes which had not been deduced or reported.” 
	-
	-
	-


	13. 
	13. 
	“the sino-soviet Dispute (the 6 December  Declaration, and soviet and chinese Presentations  of it),” 17 march 1961. 51 pages. 


	“But if one regards the basic issue as that of whether there is to be a universally acknowledged leader and arbiter of the world communist movement, and assumes the soviet party to wish to play 
	“But if one regards the basic issue as that of whether there is to be a universally acknowledged leader and arbiter of the world communist movement, and assumes the soviet party to wish to play 
	-

	that role, then the declaration, in explicitly denying such a role to any party, represented a victory for the chinese party and for every other party desiring greater autonomy in the movement.” 
	-


	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	14. 
	“sino-soviet competition in north korea,”  5 april 1961. 20 pages. 

	“victimized by its strategic location throughout history, north korea appears once again to be the scene of competition for dominant influence between its powerful neighbors.... north korea has constituted a prime target in Peiping’s drive to win acceptance of its more radical approach to the domestic construction of communism and its more militant approach to international communist strategy.” 
	-
	-
	-


	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	“the indian communist Party and sinosoviet Dispute,” 7 February 1962. 185 pages. 
	-


	“By January 1962 the communist Party of india (cPi) had reached a point at which an open schism in the party in the coming year had become a serious possibility. the renewal of the sino-soviet conflict at the 22nd cPsu congress had greatly worsened an already tense situation within the indian party, and strengthened forces which for many years had been working toward a split in the cPi.” 
	-


	16. 
	16. 
	16. 
	“the new stage of the sino-soviet Dispute  (october 1961-January 1962),”  26 February 1962. 109 pages. 

	“this paper discusses the stage initiated by khrushchev’s new offensive at the 22nd cPsu congress in october 1961, examines the forms of pressure on the chinese still available to khrushchev, and speculates on the possibility of a sino-soviet break in the next year or so.” 

	17. 
	17. 
	“north vietnam and sino-soviet relations,”  4 march 1962. 42 pages. 


	“as a major beneficiary of the sino-soviet dispute in the form of vastly augmented economic and military assistance from both moscow and Peiping... the north vietnamese party leadership have every reason to persist—if they can—in their chosen role of mediator and neutral in the deepening conflict between the soviet union and communist china.” 

	18. 
	18. 
	18. 
	18. 
	“summary—’implications of the sino-soviet Dispute for us Policy,’ “ 29 march 1962. 18 pages. 

	summary and conclusions reached during special study Group meetings held 1 and 21 February and 8 march 1962. the special study Group was organized by the council on Foreign relations and was composed of government and non-government subject-matter experts. 
	-
	-
	-


	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	“soviet-albanian relations, 1940-1960,”  22 June 1962. 79 pages. 

	“this is a working paper, reviewing the course of soviet-albanian relations from the birth of the albanian communist party in 1940 through the walkout of the albanian leaders from the meeting of the 81 communist parties in moscow in november 1960. the paper examines the origins and course of the soviet-albanian differences and their relationship to the sino-soviet controversy.” 
	-


	20. 
	20. 
	20. 
	“the state of sino-soviet relations at the new  year,” 7 January 1963. 27 pages. 

	“we reaffirm in this paper our belief that, sooner or later, an open break between the soviet and chinese parties is probable; we make no estimate on the timing of the break.” 
	-


	21. 
	21. 
	21. 
	“the north vietnamese Party and the ‘new situation’ in south vietnam,” 10 July 1963. 37 pages. 
	-


	“a report which attempts to describe one effect of u.s. policy in south vietnam upon the north vietnamese regime. the report also deals with the interplay between the north vietnamese communist party’s treatment of its problem in south vietnam and the position of that party in the sino-soviet dispute.” 
	-
	-


	22. 
	22. 
	“the sino-soviet struggle in cuba and the latin american communist movement,” 1 november 1963. 172 pages. 


	“reflecting developments through the first week of august 1963, the paper considers chiefly the competition of the soviet and chinese communist parties for influence with castro and the cuban communist party, while the appendix discusses in less detail their competition elsewhere in latin america.” 
	-

	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	“the Japanese communist Party: 1 955-1963,” 20 march 1964. 115 pages. 

	“of the dozen or so communist parties which back or lean toward the chinese party in the sino-soviet dispute, the Japanese communist party is in some respects of special interest. it is the only such party operating in a major developed country; the positions it has taken have been unusually costly to it in its national environment; and, despite its leanings, it thinks of itself as a potential mediator in the dispute.” 
	-
	-


	24. 
	24. 
	24. 
	“the sino-soviet conflict in the Fronts:  september 1962-December 1963,” 12 June 1964. 114 pages. 

	“the chinese, if they succeed in setting up rival front organizations, may lead their followers out of the soviet-controlled organizations. it seems likely, however, that they will continue to see value in using all platforms, and will not leave the fronts unless expelled.” 
	-
	-


	25. 
	25. 
	25. 
	“Prince sihanouk and the new order  in southeast asia,” 169 pages. 

	“the first of our papers to deal primarily with a person of interest to the communists--in this case, sihanouk of cambodia--rather than primarily with the affairs of the communists themselves.” 

	26. 
	26. 
	26. 
	“the showdown on soviet authority in the ‘movement,’ “ 8 February 1965. 94 pages. 

	“(a) an account of development in the sino-soviet relationship from october 1964 (the time of khrushchev’s fall) through January 1965, centered on the soviet party’s plans to assert its authority in meetings of the communist parties, and (b) a speculation on the prospects for any such meetings and for sino-soviet negotiations before or after them.” 
	-
	-
	-


	27. 
	27. 
	“the 1965 sino-soviet-vietnamese controversy over soviet military aid to north vietnam,”  20 December 1965. 59 pages. 


	“evidence [redaction] indicates that a running dispute has gone on in private dealings between the soviet union and china over this question and that this dispute long delayed the arrival of certain badly-needed soviet equipment and technicians in north vietnam.” 
	-
	-

	28. 
	28. 
	28. 
	28. 
	28. 
	“Zanzibar: the Hundred Days’ revolution,”  21 February 1966. 170 pages. 

	“the first in a series...to examine a given revolutionary situation.” 


	29. 
	29. 
	29. 
	“the Positions of Hanoi, Peking, and moscow  on the issue of vietnam negotiations: 1962-1966,”  31 october 1966. 83 pages. 

	“Hanoi’s acceptance of talks in principle...has raised some concern in Peking that Ho chi minh and his lieutenants might, at some future stage in the fighting, agree to negotiate. the chinese have pressed Ho to remain permanently intransigent...and the soviets, on the other hand, have decided to take no negotiations initiative without Hanoi’s consent.” 
	-


	30. 
	30. 
	30. 
	30. 
	“asian communist employment of  negotiations as a Political tactic,”  november 1966. 55 pages. 


	“this report...sets forth the fight-talk tactic used by the chinese, korean, and vietnamese communists in the course of important military conflicts, namely, the chinese civil war, the korean war, and the indochina war against the French. it focuses on the factors which have impelled the asian communist leaders to begin negotiations and on the various tactics used during negotiations in the effort to extract political concessions from the west.” 
	-
	-
	-


	31. 
	31. 
	31. 
	31. 
	“the Disintegration of Japanese  communist relations with Peking,” 28 December 1966. 77 pages. 


	“reviews the major developments in the Japanese communist Party (JcP)...during which time the JcP has become involved in a bitter controversy with the chinese communist Party (ccP). it does so, not only in the interests of documenting the deterioration in JcP-ccP relations but also in presenting a case study of mao tse-tung’s tactics in dealing with foreign communist parties under his new policy of rejecting a working relationship with anyone who is not completely submissive to him.” 

	32. 
	32. 
	“the sino-soviet Dispute within the communist movement in latin america,”  15 June 1967. 187 pages. 
	-



	“Focuses mainly on the dramatic growth of chinese communist activities in latin america since mid-1963 and on moscow’s reaction, and only on that aspect of the cuban communist Party’s development which concerns castro’s efforts to command for his experience a level of ideological influence in the world communist movement comparable with that of russia and china.” 
	“Focuses mainly on the dramatic growth of chinese communist activities in latin america since mid-1963 and on moscow’s reaction, and only on that aspect of the cuban communist Party’s development which concerns castro’s efforts to command for his experience a level of ideological influence in the world communist movement comparable with that of russia and china.” 
	-
	-

	33. 
	33. 
	33. 
	33. 
	“the sino-soviet struggle in the world communist movement since khrushchev’s Fall (Part 1),” september 1967. 197 pages. 

	“Part i describes the shift in the emphasis of cPsu policy in the first six months after khrushchev’s fall toward a more vigorous appeal to the interests of all those parties—such as the north vietnamese—hitherto inclined toward the chinese and having a special, private vested interest in militant struggle against the united states.” 
	-
	-


	34. 
	34. 
	“the sino-soviet struggle in the world communist movement since khrushchev’s Fall (Part 2),” september 1967. 161 pages. 


	“Part ii traces the growing cPsu success in 1965 and early 1966 in neutralizing these militant former supporters of the chinese by advocating ‘unity of action’ in support of north vietnam against the united states and by capitalizing on mao tse-tung’s refusal to cooperate and mao’s arrogant attitude toward all who would not obey him completely.” 
	35. “the sino-soviet struggle in the world communist movement since khrushchev’s Fall (Part 3),” september 1967. 206 pages. 
	“Part iii discusses the flow of events beginning with mao’s refusal to attend the 23rd cPsu congress in the spring of 1966 and his simultaneous surfacing of the gigantic purge known as the ‘great cultural revolution,’ describes the subsequent rapid decay of sino-soviet state relations and the resumption of direct soviet attacks on mao to take advantage of china’s increasing isolation, and concludes with an appraisal of the policy lines toward the communist militants, toward the united states, and toward the

	36. 
	36. 
	36. 
	36. 
	“the attitudes of north vietnamese  leaders toward Fighting and negotiating,” 25 march 1968. 64 pages. 

	“the paper attempts to show how these attitudes have developed, to set forth the general scheme the leaders have appeared to agree on, and to suggest the circumstances in which latent differences among them could perhaps become important.” 
	-


	37. 
	37. 
	“the sino-soviet Dispute on aid to north vietnam (1965-1968),” 30 september 1968. 33 pages. 
	-



	“reviews and brings up to date the story of the protracted and acrimonious haggling among the three principals. it reveals that the major issues and motivations of each have remained essentially unchanged, and that suspicion, dispute, and chinese obstructionism increased rather than abated as the war moved on.” 
	-

	37-a. “annex: the sino-soviet Dispute on aid to north vietnam (1965-1968),” 25 november 1968. 122 pages. 
	38. 
	38. 
	38. 
	38. 
	“kim il-sung’s new military adventurism,”  26 november 1968. 59 pages. 

	“During the past two years, he has brought into positions of authority a number of military figures who share his increasingly militant and adventurous policies toward south korea and the united states.... the combination of kim’s ego-mania, revolutionary fervor, and nationalistic self-assertion, point to continued probing and infiltration of south korea.” 
	-
	-
	-


	39. 
	39. 
	39. 
	“indonesia—1965: the coup that Backfired,”  December 1968. 356 pages. 

	“essentially, it was a purge of the army leadership, which was intended to bring about certain changes in the composition of the cabinet. in this sense, it is more correct to refer to the 30 september movement as a purge, rather than a coup.” 
	-
	-


	40. 
	40. 
	“the struggle in the Polish leadership  and the revolt of the apparat,”  5 september 1969. 64 pages. 


	“intelligence reporting and analysis during the events of 1968 emphasized anti-semitism and 
	“intelligence reporting and analysis during the events of 1968 emphasized anti-semitism and 
	a classic factional power struggle as the main elements in the conflict. although both elements were present, this analysis finds that the primary forces stimulating conflict were a widespread dissatisfaction with the status quo-ism of the Gomulka establishment, a desire for internal stability in the face of events in czechoslovakia, and the frustrated ambitions of younger party and government functionaries.” 
	-


	41. 
	41. 
	41. 
	41. 
	“the committed church and change in latin america,” 10 september 1969. 60 pages. 

	“this study analyzes the forces for change, the factional alignments taking shape within the church and between church and non-church groups, and evaluates the impact on latin american social and political structures.” 

	42. 
	42. 
	42. 
	“czechoslovakia: the Problem of soviet  control,” 16 January 1970. 66 pages. 

	“analyzes why the soviet union lost political control in czechoslovakia and how that control was restored during 1968 and 1969.... mos-cow paid a political price in bringing Prague again to heel, but the price was almost certainly less than moscow was prepared to pay.” 
	-


	43. 
	43. 
	43. 
	“the evolution of soviet Policy in sino-soviet Border Dispute,” 28 april 1970. 101 pages. 

	“[chinese] polemical charges and complaints against soviet ‘imperialism’ and ‘unequal treaties,’ designed to embarrass or to discredit the soviet union...were having some effect.... and probes by Peking’s military patrols were increasingly serious and provocative, although they were kept at a level which would make large-scale soviet retaliation difficult to justify. at the same time, however, moscow had to make its threat of major retaliation credible.” 
	-


	44. 
	44. 
	“the Prussian Heresy: ulbricht’s evolving  system,” 29 June 1970. 60 pages. 


	“the idea of ulbricht suiting up ranks of computers, computer tenders, and systems analysts and sending them forth to tilt with GDr’s hard-core party-machine cadres boggles the imagination. and yet, inherent in ulbricht’s enthusiasm for cybernetics is 
	“the idea of ulbricht suiting up ranks of computers, computer tenders, and systems analysts and sending them forth to tilt with GDr’s hard-core party-machine cadres boggles the imagination. and yet, inherent in ulbricht’s enthusiasm for cybernetics is 
	-

	the potential for an eventual showdown between a new elite of pragmatic technocrats and the old elite of ideologically-motivated party hacks.” 

	45. 
	45. 
	45. 
	45. 
	45. 
	“yugoslavia: the outworn structure,” 20 november 1970. 72 pages. 


	“this study calls attention to particularist forces which have decentralized political authority and control within yugoslavia to an extent unequaled in any communist society. whether these forces will undermine centralism is now at issue in yugoslav debate, and the outlook for post-tito stability will not become clear for some time.” 
	-


	46. 
	46. 
	46. 
	“Fedayeen—’men of sacrifice,’ “ December 1970. 55 pages. 



	“effective or lasting unity among the fedayeen— whether subversive, military, or political—faces a myriad of divisive forces, but that as individual groups or in temporary alliances the fedayeen will nonetheless continue to represent a seriously disruptive element in middle east politics.” 
	46-a. “the Fedayeen (annex to esau Xlvii: Fedayeen—’men of sacrifice’),” January 1971. 107 pages. 
	46-a. “the Fedayeen (annex to esau Xlvii: Fedayeen—’men of sacrifice’),” January 1971. 107 pages. 

	“this paper relies primarily on clandestine reporting, particularly for the internal structure and operations of the various fedayeen organizations. [reDaction] the reporting is quite good on political aspects of the subject such as the maneuverings of the fedayeen groups, their internal disputes, and their ideological and tactical views.” 
	-
	-

	47. “the Growth of the soviet commitment in the middle east,” January 1971. 182 pages. 
	47. “the Growth of the soviet commitment in the middle east,” January 1971. 182 pages. 

	“this study points up the many forces which serve to restrict the ussr from reducing its middle east bid. each added commitment creates new defense concerns and heightens the prestige stakes. Hawkish pressures from within the soviet military and security services sharpen Brezhnev’s caution not to be found soft on capitalism. the soviet piecemeal military commitments become steps which, once taken, cannot easily be reversed. then, too, the ussr is to some degree the prey, and not the master, of its clients.”
	-

	48. “soviet thinking about the Danger of sino
	48. “soviet thinking about the Danger of sino
	-

	u.s. rapprochement,” February 1971. 75 pages. 
	“the study points up the increasingly close interplay of chinese and us considerations in soviet thought and action, the urgency with which the soviets view the chinese threat, and the fact that only after moscow had tamped down the level of 1969 conflict with Peking did it proceed to new and freer us policies— whether heightened toughness or salt.” 
	-

	49. 
	49. 
	49. 
	49. 
	“the Polish Question: east Germany,” July 1971. 65 pages. 

	“this study examines strains being exerted upon Poland and Polish-east German relations by changing soviet security concerns, western european economic expansion, Brandt’s , and, in particular, a more assertive east Germany. the study concludes that such forces—contemporary versions of russian and German national interests—will continue to undercut Poland and to feed Polish-east German animosity.” 
	-
	ostpolitik
	-
	-


	50. 
	50. 
	50. 
	“Peking and the Burmese communists: the Perils and Profits of insurgency,” July 1971. 140 pages. 

	“this study documents a case where Peking’s policy towards a client communist movement has been guided throughout by primary regard for china’s national interests.” 
	-
	-


	51. 
	51. 
	“communism and cambodia,” February 1972. 130 pages. 


	“over the past two-and-a-half decades this Hanoi-directed movement has built a more extensive political and military structure than has generally been appreciated to date. in particular, the training of large numbers of ethnic khmers in north vietnam... has given the communists in cambodia a respectable base on which to build.... the study also finds that Hanoi...is giving the khmer communist (kc) Party an increased measure of autonomy...and that the kc political-military apparatus, backed by the power of t
	-
	-


	52. 
	52. 
	52. 
	52. 
	“communism and cambodia,”  may 1972. 106 pages. 

	Paper of the same title but at a lower classification. 

	53. 
	53. 
	53. 
	“ ‘Finlandization’ in action: Helsinki’s experience with moscow,” august 1972. 130 pages. 
	-


	“the Finns have ingeniously maintained their independence, but a limited one indeed, heavily influenced by the ussr’s proximate military might, a preconditioned prudence not to offend moscow, and the existence of various soviet capabilities to complicate Finland’s domestic life.” 
	-
	-


	54. 
	54. 
	“soviet expectations of a european  security conference,” october 1972. 40 pages. 


	“this memorandum highlights two aspects of soviet thinking. one is the intent that the csce establish permanent organizational machinery through which the ussr could become more directly involved in western european affairs, economically and politically.... the other...is that the soviets are striving to accent the non-controversial at a csce...with an eye to continuing internal soviet and eastern european misgivings about the risks to communist orthodoxy and control.” 
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